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Abstract

The health sector has, as many other sectors in our society, undergone an electronic

revolution over the last two decades. However, it differs from others by the sensi-

tivity of medical information, the complexity of the system, and the large number

of users. Before the electronic aids each general practitioner and hospital had their

own paper patient records. Now these paper records have been transformed to elec-

tronic versions and merged together in large databases. Historically, legal restric-

tions in Norway stated that registers could not be shared electronically. Therefore

there were several collections of electronic medical records kept by each practice

and each (united) hospital. During the fall of 2009 this law changed, enabling the

creation of a national electronic medical record register. Such a register would be

available for all medical workers nationwide. The register would provide quick ac-

cess to patient records in a time of emergency, potentially saving lives. However,

simultaneously the risk that sensitive medical information is exposed gets higher.

Therefore such a register needs to be strongly protected. Access control and authen-

tication play an important part of this information protection.

This thesis contributes by offering new knowledge on the topic of authentication

in health services. The overall goal of the research has been to learn how authenti-

cation is done in health services, to point out possible places for improvements, and

to develop new authentication mechanisms or enhance existing ones in such a way

that they become more secure and user friendly. However, replacing an old authenti-

cation mechanism with a new one is not an easy task. A key question in this context

is how we know that the new method really is better than the old one?

Different properties of different authentication alternatives make a selection of

authentication products difficult. Often, selection of a product is done among similar

types of authentication products and is based only on cost or security of the product.

However, there are other issues that should be taken into account. For example, strict

hygiene standards in operation rooms do not allow smart card use since these are

not sterile. On the other hand, passwords can be used because users wear gloves and

all equipment including terminals in operation rooms is sterilized. This is a good

example showing why the usage scenario should be one of the main selection cri-

teria. This thesis presents a method for authentication product ranking. The method

can be used to rank an extensive variety of authentication products (passwords, bio-

metrics, and tokens), and is novel in its provision of a straight forward strategy and

of formulas for product ranking. In order to develop the ranking method, the knowl-

edge of authentication methods in a wide range of applications had to be gathered.

Therefore, three additional research questions were approached: To what extent are

the assumptions on the use of and need for authentication in the health sector valid,

is it possible to rank and strengthen methodologies for user generated passwords,

and is it possible to identify biometric methods particularly suitable for the health

service environment?
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The surveys confirmed our hypothesis regarding authentication methods used in

health services. Traditional passwords were the most common authentication mech-

anism and biometrics was not in use at all in 2005. In addition, health enterprises

similarly to other enterprises have little knowledge of alternative authentication

methods. Our findings confirm that there is a need for ranking methods.

During the thesis work passwords have kept their popularity among authentica-

tion products. However, password authentication suffers from the poor quality of

human generated passwords. This is not always the user’s own fault because guid-

ance for generation of good passwords is seldom given to users. Health enterprises

similarly to other enterprises do provide criteria for acceptable passwords. However,

these general criteria are too broad to be useful for all users and even if a password

fulfils the password criteria, it can still be weak. This thesis addresses these two

weaknesses by providing new guidelines for three different password categories sep-

arately. Passwords can be divided into Word, Mixture and Non-word password cat-

egories. Among these categories users are able to use any mnemonic techniques and

generate memorable, but yet strong passwords. This thesis also presents a password

quality measurement tool which is a useful aid in a password generation process.

As demonstrated in this thesis, the tool and password generation guidelines can be

used together to teach password security. Further, an analysis of the education effect

is documented.

In addition to the above, this thesis investigates two possible methods of bio-

metrics that could be suitable for the health service environment. As already noted,

hygiene is an important issue in health services, and biometrics that is suitable for

distance authentication is hygienic. This thesis shows a preliminary work of the per-

formance of a new behavioural biometric, gait. This thesis also presents a suggestion

for the improvement in face recognition. The results indicate that the use of only one

colour layer (RGB) instead of just a grey image could improve the recognition ac-

curacy.
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Thesis Structure

This thesis consists of five parts. Part I is an introduction to the personnel authen-

tication in a health services and a summary of the thesis contributions. Chapter 1

introduces the topic and motivation of the thesis. Chapter 2 outlines the thesis by

lightening relationship of the papers. Chapter 3 gives the overview for the personnel

authentication. Short summaries of the papers are shown in Chapter 4. Chapter 5

lists the main contributions of the thesis. Future work and conclusion are presented

in Chapter 6.

All results of the research work have been presented in previewed conference

and journal publications. The papers are grouped based on their topics and shown

in the remaining Parts II-V of the thesis. Part II contains two surveys in the health

services, Part III contains three publications related to biometrics, Part IV contains

three password security related publications, and Part IV contains two publications

related to the ranking of authentication products.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Since the 1990’s our society has undergone an electronic revolution, and literally

no segment of the society is left untouched by the possibilities given by computer

applications and network services. The health sector is no exception. However, the

health sector differs from others by the sensitivity of medical information handeled

in its information systems. This is emphasised by strict legal restrictions. The system

itself is complex due to the wide range of subsystems and the large number of users.

The system users come from both private and public sectors, creating a tight connec-

tion between these health sectors. The Norwegian legislation [17, 18, 30–35, 40, 43]

defines the legal framework of information exchange and storage. Information secu-

rity policies, which are based on the legislation, general security standards [36], and

specific health security standards [6, 76] are made to guarantee confidentiality, in-

tegrity, accountability, and availability for these documents. Despite the good inten-

tions, failures do happen. For example, paper versions of patient journals have been

exposed to others [49], patients’ electronic medical records have contained medi-

cal pictures belonging to other patients [23], and data collapse has deleted medical

deliveries [57].

Historically, legal restrictions in Norway stated that medical registers could not

be shared electronically. Therefore there were several collections of electronic med-

ical records kept by each practice and each (united) hospital. During the fall of 2009

this law changed, enabling the creation of a national electronic medical record reg-

ister. Such a register would be available for all medical workers nationwide. The

register would provide quick access to patient records in a time of emergency, po-

tentially saving lives. However, simultaneously the risk that sensitive medical in-

formation could be exposed gets higher. This has raised concerns about misuse of

the common register [85]. Therefore such a register needs to be strongly protected.

Personnel authentication and access control play important roles when considering

rightful users’ access to medical information.

Authentication is about verifying a claimed identity. That is, a prover is aiming

to convince a verifier that he is who he claims he is. There are several authentication

methods, and they can be categorized. Smith [75] classifies authentication methods

in three factors: something you know such as a password or a PIN code, something

3



4 1 Introduction

you have such as a magnet stripe card or a mechanical key, and something you are
such as a fingerprint or a face. After successful authentication, the access control

mechanism grants the privilege to use the system with the rights given to that spe-

cific user.

Despite all other authentication alternatives, passwords are the most often used

authentication method when accessing electronic medical records by a health worker

in Norway. Similar situations can be found in the EU area for instance in the UK

and in the Andalucian region in Spain [83]. Even though passwords are popular,

there are problems with their use. One thing is the poor quality of human generated

passwords, while other problems are related to secure handling of them, for exam-

ple writing them down on visible notes [48] or using the same password in different

applications [13].

As a preliminary action towards stronger authentication one could suggest to re-

place passwords with some other, more secure authentication mechanism. However,

enterprises have very little knowledge about the authentication alternatives [27].

Also, the selection task is difficult when one does not know what kind of compari-

son parameters to include. The usage scenario is as important a criteria for selection

as any other criteria, for example cost or security. This was noticed in St. Olav Hos-

pital where selected MDA (hospital version of PDA) did not work as it should in a

real situation [11].

The overall goal of this research is to learn about authentication in health ser-

vices, its weaknesses and possibilities, to suggest improvements, and to develop

new authentication mechanisms or enhance existing ones in such a way that authen-

tication becomes more secure and user friendly. This thesis contributes by offering

new knowledge on the topic of authentication in health services.



Chapter 2
Thesis Outline

It is easy to say that strengthening authentication can be done simply by replacing

the old authentication scheme with another, more secure alternative. But in reality,

it is not only security which counts. For example, one-time codes could be used in

addition to a static password like done in bank account logons. This adds security,

but takes longer time. In an emergency situation a health worker does not have

time to type several codes when accessing the electronic medical records (EMR).

Fingerprint systems would provide good security, but often they do not handle a

situation where a user has gloves on. The essential question in this context is

• How to choose the most suitable authentication product?

Our goal became to develop a method which would help system managers to

choose the right authentication product. O’Gorman made a preliminary suggestion

regarding what to take into consideration when authentication methods are com-

pared [60]. However, his method is general and focus only on authentication meth-

ods, while there really is a need for comparison of actual products. The previous

examples also show that the product selection should be done based on the real

authentication environment and properties of the user group.

In order to develop the product ranking method, knowledge of authentication

methods in a wide range had to be gathered. Therefore, three additional research

questions were approached

• To what extent are the assumptions on the use of and need for authentication in

the health sector valid?

• Is it possible to identify biometric methods particularly suitable for the health

service environment?

• Is it possible to rank and strengthen methodologies for user generated passwords?

Figure 2.1 shows the relations between the main research questions. The relations

between papers among each approach are shown in Figure 2.2.
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6 2 Thesis Outline

Fig. 2.1 Relations between the main research questions.

2.1 Validity of the Assumptions on the Use of and Need for
Authentication in the Health Sector

Surveys were carried out to find answers to the following questions

• Which kinds of authentication mechanisms are in use?

• What are the vulnerabilities of those mechanisms considering also the applica-

tions used?

• What kind of framework does the legislation give for the authentication and ac-

cess control?

Answers to the questions are documented in [22, 25]. The first paper [22] shows

the legal aspects of the authentication, models of the information flow and presents

alternative solutions to access control in the health services. The second paper [25]

mainly concentrates on the relations between health enterprises and authentication

methods used in the health services. The surveys also contribute towards the au-

thentication product ranking method by providing concrete knowledge of the usage
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Fig. 2.2 Relations between papers.

scenarios, security mechanisms, security awareness, user behaviour, and needs in

the health sector.

2.2 Identifying Biometric Methods Particularly Suitable for the
Health Service Environment

The survey findings confirmed that no biometrics was used in the investigated health

services. However, products based on biometrics are coming more and more to au-

thentication product markets and they should not be forgotten when considering

the alternative authentication products. Therefore, it was decided to investigate two

possible methods of biometrics that could be suitable for the health service environ-

ment.The methods should be hygenic, implicit for the user, and benefit from health

workers dayly rutines. Based on these criterions gait and face recognition were se-

lected.
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In [21] we analyse the performance of two gait recognition algortihms (histogram

similarity and cycle length) in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER). Paper [20] is an ex-

tended version of [21]. The paper [5] presents a face recognition study where we

analyse the recognition performance when separate color layers of an RGB image

are used for recognition instead of the converted greyscale images. Both perfor-

mance studies contribute towards the ranking method by providing knowledge of

the comparison criteria of biometrics.

2.3 Strenghtening User Generated Passwords

A password scheme was the most common authentication method within the health

services in 2005, and during the thesis work it has not lost its popularity. The simple

reason for this is that the password system is cheap, easy to implement, maintain,

and use. However, the password scheme has weaknesses. Passwords are criticised

for providing a poor security. Most of the criticism relates to the user by saying

that human generated passwords are weak, easily guessable words which are of-

ten stored on the desk beside the terminal. Social engineering and phishing attacks

are examples of attack types which are rather easy to carry out in order to steal

passwords. These are also the attack types which can be defended against by good

information security awareness education. Sasse et. al. [71] points out that the users

should be educated to design stronger passwords and they should be given the time

and tools needed for the password generation process. However, the proper educa-

tion is often not provided. To address this, we concentrated on the user perspective

of the password security. Our research questions regarding password security were

• How much information will an adversary gain by knowing the password genera-

tion guidelines?

• Has education any effect on password strength and memorability?

Paper [29] gives answers to the first question by analyzing the search space reduc-

tion of several common password sub-structures within three password categories:

Word, Mixture and Non-word passwords. Based on the analysis, new guidelines for

a good password generation in each category are introduced. Paper [26] presents

a password quality measurement tool which is a follow up of the previous analy-

sis. Both the tool and guidelines are further used to in a password education study

which answers the second password research question. The effect of education is

reported in [24]. All these studies also provide knowledge of comparison criteria of

knowledge based authentication methods for the ranking method.
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2.4 A Method for Ranking Authentication Products

For quantitative product ranking, a method should be able to compare and rank

authentication products across the authentication categories, include usage scenarios

to the selection process, and provide a straight forward strategy and formulas for the

product selection. Paper [27] presents such a novel method. Examples of the use of

the method are targeted for the security managers in [27]. The usage range of the

method is widened to also contain product developers in [28].





Chapter 3
Personnel Authentication

Authentication is about verifying a claimed identity. That is, a prover is aiming to

convince a verifier that he is who he claims he is. We consider a setting where the

prover is a human, and the verifier may be either a machine or a human. There are

several authentication methods, and they can be categorized as follows

• knowledge based methods e.g. a password or a passimage

• token based methods e.g. a smart card or a mechanical key

• biometrics e.g. iris or gait.

Each category is presented in the following sections. Examples of different meth-

ods in each category are given, and advantages and disadvantages of the methods

are discussed.

3.1 Knowledge Based Methods

The most commonly known knowledge based methods are character string pass-

words and personal identifying numbers (PIN). A PIN code contains four digits re-

sulting in only 10 000 possible PIN code combinations. This leads to poor security

and therefore PIN codes are not used alone, but together with some other authenti-

cation mechanism, often a card. Passwords, however, can contain all keyboard char-

acters: letters, digits and special characters. The number of possible characters may

be higher than 100 depending on the keyboard used. Password length can be limited

by the system and in the most cases minimum length is around eight characters.

Humans have difficulty to remember random character strings. This results in

poor habits, for instance dictionary words, password reusing, or passwords to be

written down [44, 71]. Different techniques to design memorable yet strong textual

passwords have been proposed. An example is a mnemonic password where a long

sentence is transformed by different substitution, rotation and removing patterns to

a meaningless string of characters [44, 84].

11



12 3 Personnel Authentication

Instead of changing users’ password design techniques, a change of authentica-

tion scheme has been proposed. In challenge-response protocols a user and machine

share secret(s) and the user’s identity is verified by the correct answers to the random

challenges based on the secret(s). Cognitive and associative password schemes [8]

are examples of the challenge-response textual passwords. In a cognitive scheme a

user answers several fact and meaning based questions. If a certain number of the

answers matches the user’s template answers, access to the system is gained. In an

associative scheme a user is given words instead of questions. A certain number of

correctly associated “answer” words will provide access to the system. The secu-

rity of these schemes lies on the number of the questions and associative words.

The more questions, the more secure the system is. However, a long list of ques-

tions takes a long time to answer, leading to poor user friendliness. The challenge-

response can be also done by for example numerical computations like in [47] or by

visual authentication schemes like in [53].

Visual authentication mechanisms are based on the idea that humans perform

better when they are asked to recognize an object or image than when they are

retrieving a password string from memory [7]. Examples of these recognition-based

systems are random image recognition: Deja Vu [12], graphical password: Draw a

Secret [39], and cognitive authentication scheme relying on a secret set of pictures

[81].

The traditional password system is cheap to implement. Earlier, most of the pass-

word costs came from help desk calls regarding forgotten passwords. Nowadays, the

system for resetting passwords has been automated and cost for humans being in-

a-loop has been reduced. Passwords are therefore cheap and convenient for both

system administrators and users.

Passwords can be stolen from a user with or without the user’s co-operation. In

a social engineering attack a user is personally contacted by a person claiming to

have the right to get the user’s password. If emails and/or fake websites are used in

order to steal passwords the attack is called a phishing attack. In a phishing attack a

user receives an email convincing the user to send private information by email or

asking the user to click on the website link in order to authenticate to the applica-

tion the user tends to use. The opening website is very similar to the original logon

site. Untrained people are easily conned with these kinds of websites. An example

of this is a successful phishing attack in January 2010 where carbon credits worth

of 3 million Euros were stolen [14]. The success rate of these kinds of attacks can

be decreased by training people to indentify such threats. The anti-Phishing Work-

ing Group’s Public Education Initiative [1] is an example of available education.

Technical solutions against phishing attacks also exist [2].

Passwords can also be stolen by eavesdropping attacks. A key logger works lo-

cally in a computer catching usernames and passwords when they are typed on the

keyboard. Local key logger software is possible to detect with antivirus programs or

firewalls. Detection of a hardware key logger usually requires physical inspection.

Network traffic surveillance software is more difficult to detect. The typed text can

also be recovered without any traffic surveillance or key logging software. An attack

using keyboard acoustic emanations [87] is an example of this.
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Attacks aiming to crack passwords are carried out either on-line or off-line. An

off-line dictionary attack requires that an adversary has access to the hashed pass-

word file. This is possible in particular circumstances that are unlike to happen in

a well-configured systems [7]. An example of such a case is where the computer

system has already been thoroughly compromised by an adversary. In this case the

adversary is already in position to control the entire system and has no immediate

need to break the password file [7]. On the other hand, when considering that users

have the tendency to reuse their passwords, the adversary can benefit from crack-

ing the password file and use compromised passwords in an attack targeted to other

systems.

Let us assume that the adversary has the hashed password file. An off-line attack

continues then by encrypting a special list of guesses with a substitute password

mechanism with optimised speed [7]. An encrypted version of each guess is then

compared to the hashed password file. When a match is found, the password is

recovered. In a basic dictionary attack the list of guesses consists of pure dictionary

words. A bit more advanced dictionary attacks have included often used password

structures to their own attack dictionaries for instance dictionary words ending a

digit. Even more advanced dictionary attacks take advantage of language properties

by using the letter combinations which are the most probable in a certain language

[55]. These kinds of attacks can also break mnemonic passwords. An attack which

goes through every possible combination of characters is called a brute force attack.

The defence against these attacks is to force the adversary go through large number

of password combinations. This can be done by encouraging users to use characters

from all character sets including special characters [75] and by discouraging users

from generating passwords with processes that have a low entropy, for example

using only words or digits.

In a precomputed dictionary attack a database of all possible passwords along

with their encryptions is first created [7]. Then the hashed password file is stolen

before a password can be recovered by matching its encrypted version to an entry

in the created database. The creation of the database is the most time and memory

consuming part of the attack. Earlier it has been too costly in both time and memory

for this type of attack to be practical [59]. However, this is not the case anymore

since computing power has increased and storage cost has decreased radically. In

2003 Oechslin proposed a new way to precalculate and store the data which signifi-

cantly reduced the number of calculations during cryptanalysis [59]. As an example

he implemented an attack on MS-Windows password hashes and were able to crack

99,9% of all alphanumerical passwords hashes in 13,6 seconds. Currently some pre-

calculated databases together with cracking programs using the tables can be found

on Internet [58, 68]. The tables are often called Rainbow Tables after Oechslin.

Rainbow tables are special made to target an attack against certain character sets,

password lengths and a hash algorithm. From the user perspective, the only de-

fence is to keep the password search space as large as possible by generating pass-

words from all character sets including special characters and keeping them long.

At the moment, publicly available Rainbow tables [58, 68] do not support the use

of special characters in long passwords. From the system perspective, one defence
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method against the precomputed attacks is to make it infeasible to calculate all pos-

sible password encryptions. This is made by using a salt in encryption. When Oech-

slin made his example attack, MS-Windows passwords were not encrypted together

with salt [7]. Another method type is password stretching which also forces an ad-

versary to compute large tables for comparison. In these methods, a password is

strengthened (stretched) by using salt as a second variable together with a password

in a strengthening function. User specific salt has been proposed to used instead of

known salt [45].

In an on-line attack guesses are submitted to the authentication mechanism. Be-

cause attack operates with the pace of the authentication mechanism itself, it is less

powerful than off-line attacks [7]. On-line guessing can be defended by an account

locking policy. Here an account is locked after certain number of login attempts.

However, the use of this mechanism in a network environment might cause prob-

lems. For example, large Internet services such as MyYahoo and eBay ended up

having problems with denial of service [67].

Computationally harder encryption can protect against both on-line and off-line

attacks [7]. In these methods the password encryption in an authentication process

is slowed down making an attack time consuming.

3.2 Token Based Methods

In token based methods a user has to have a token in his possession in order to au-

thenticate to the system. Based on the tokens role in the authentication process or

protocol, tokens fall into two categories: passive and active tokens [75]. A passive

token is a storage device for the secret. Examples of passive tokens are mechani-

cal keys and magnetic stripe ID-cards or ATM cards. An active token contains an

electronic chip or micro computer and is therefore able to generate different outputs

under different circumstances. Examples of active tokens are one-time password

generators and smart cards. A one-time password generator contains a six or eight

digit number. The number is generated, for example with a unique token identifier

and a time signal. The number changes within a certain time period, for example

every one to three minutes. A smart card goes through a challenge-response proto-

col with a reading terminal before the secret is released. In addition to the previous

categories, tokens can be divided into two sets based on what kind of contact they

need with a verifier machine. An example of a token which needs direct contact is a

mechanical key. Contactless tokens work from the distance, for instance cards used

for accessing lifts in the slalom slopes.

Tokens are portable and their absence is usually noticed. Therefore, a loss or theft

can be quickly reported. In a case of loss, theft or malfunction, a new token can be

issued by the system owner. However, it takes longer time to receive a new token

than to reset a new password. Normally a new token can be gotten in a couple of

days. Tokens especially cards, are often used together with PIN-codes to achieve a

two-factor authentication.
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Passive tokens are often rather easy to copy without the user noticing. Examples

of these are payment card forgeries when a copy machine is installed either on ATM

machines or in payment terminals. The latter was used in a large chain of card forg-

eries in several countries in Europe 2008 [42]. A copy of a key has classically been

made by using mould, but alternative approaches can also be found. For example,

keys have been copied from a picture [79].

Active tokens can use cryptographic techniques and therefore be secured against

sniffing and replay attacks [75]. Smart cards are more robust against forgeries be-

cause their challenge-response protocol does not work in a unauthorized card termi-

nals. However, they are not unbreakable. Probing attacks [73] and fault generation

attacks [46] are examples of attacks which need possession of a token. Probing

attacks are done on the chips surface while in fault generation attacks abnormal en-

vironmental conditions are introduced to produce erroneous behaviour which then

leaks information. Differential Power Analysis (DPA) and Simple Power Analysis

(SPA) [41] are examples of eavesdropping attacks. Power analysis attacks are non-

invasive, and they exploit externally available information. DPA allows extraction

of secret keys by analyzing power consumption. Simple Power Analysis is a simpler

form of the attack that does not require statistical analysis.

3.3 Biometrics

Biometrics is not a new field of methods in authentication. It has been used for cen-

turies [75] and we use it on a daily basis without noticing when recognizing our

family members, friends, co-workers from the way they look, talk, walk etc. How-

ever, biometrics has been utilized in computer technologies after we have learned

how to extract biometric features from a person. Biometric features can be divided

into two categories: physiological and behavioural. They are also refered to as stable

and alterable features [60]. Examples of the physiological features are fingerprint,

face, hand and iris. Voice, gait and keystroke are examples of the behavioural fea-

tures.

According to [50] any human physiological and behavioural feature can be used

to recognize a person as long as it satisfies the following seven requirements: univer-

sality, distinctiveness, permanence, collectability, performance, acceptability, and

circumvention. An ideal biometric feature for the authentication purposes is univer-

sal, meaning that everybody has it. It is unique for each person. It is permanent for

a long time period and it is easy to collect from a person. It performs well when

processed. People accept its use without hesitation and it is very difficult to forge.

Table 3.1 compares fingerprint, face, voice, and gait biometric identifiers along these

requirements.

When a person is authenticated with passwords, the provided string should fully

match the earlier registered password. If this is not the case, access is denied. This

decision strategy does not apply to biometrics. In biometrics, the enrolment sample

and sample provided when authenticated are never exactly the same. Environmen-
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Table 3.1 The table contains comparisons of the fingerprint, face, voice, and gait biometric iden-
tifiers along different requirements. Abbreviations are as follows: H means high, M medium and
L low. The table also shows error rates for some specific recognition modes for each biometric
identifiers.

FINGER FACE VOICE GAIT

Universality M H M M
Distinctiveness H L L L
Permanence H M L L
Collectability M H M H
Performance H L L L
Acceptability M H H H
Circumvention M H H M

Reference [37] [37] [37] [37]

Description of Two Fingers Three Long vs Long Sensor
recogition mode Dimentional Same microp. on ankle

EER 0,0008% 0,7% 5%
FAR 0,001%
FRR 0,01%

Reference [80] [66] [56] [19]

tal differences might affect the sample quality, for example lightning conditions,

temperature, and humidity. Physiological changes in a human body might affect the

feature itself, for instance a person having a cold or has injured himself. In addi-

tion, errors or noise in sensors like dirt on the sensor device might affect recognition

accuracy. Therefore, the decision in biometrics is done within a certain confidential-

ity limit. If the provided sample is close enough (threshold limit is set up for each

system separately), the sample is accepted and the person gains access rights.

Because the samples differ each time, the errors in authentication also occur.

There are several different error types in a biometric system [50, 51]. Not all peo-

ple can provide all biometric features. For example, a blind person cannot provide

iris-code [51] or gait feature is impossible for a person sitting on a wheelchair. This

leads to the Failure to Enrol Rate (FTE) measuring the proportion of individuals for

whom the system is unable to generate templates. Failure to Acquire Rate (FTA)

again measures the proportion of attempts for which the system is unable to capture

a biometric feature of sufficient quality. An example of this is a person having a cast

around his hand when trying to authenticate with hand recognition or a scarf cov-

ering the face in face recognition or a dirty sensor causing problems in fingerprint

recognition.

The matching errors are done when two samples are compared and the differ-

ence is further compared to the threshold value. This causes two kinds of errors:

False Non-Match Rate (FNMR) and False Match Rate (FMR) [50]. False Non-

Match Rate measures the proportion of the mistaking two biometric samples from

the same source to be from two different sources. False Match Rate again measures

the proportion of the mistaking two biometric samples from two different sources

to be from same source. Figure 3.1 illustrates the computation of FMR and FNMR.

Empirically, FNMR and FMR can be estimated as follows
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Fig. 3.1 FMR and FNMR for a given threshold t are displayed over genuine and impostor score
distributions. Drawn based on [50].

FNMR =
Number o f non−matched genuine attempts

Total number o f genuine attempts
(3.1)

FMR =
Number o f matched impostor attempts

Total number o f impostor attempts
(3.2)

The biometric system performance at all threshold points t can be reported by

plotting a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [50]. Figure 3.2 shows an

example of a ROC curve. The rate when FNMR = FMR is called Equal Error Rate

(EER).

When matching errors measure accuracy of the matching process, the decision

accuracy is measured by decision errors False Rejection Rate (FRR), and False Ac-

ceptance Rate (FAR). These measures combine FMR, FNMR and FTA in accor-

dance with the system policy [51]. Formulas for FAR and FRR in the case when

verification decision is done based on a single attempt are as follows:

FAR(t) = (1−FTA)FMR(t) (3.3)

FRR(t) = (1−FTA)FNMR(t)+FTA, (3.4)
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Fig. 3.2 FMR and FNMR tradeoff. Drawn based on [50].

where t is a threshold value. Decision Error Trade-off (DET) curve for FAR and

FRR can be drawn similarly to the ROC curve earlier. In cases where only matching

errors are taken into account in a verification mode, decision errors become match-

ing errors: FAR = FMR and FRR = FNMR. As an example of error rates Table 3.1

shows error rates for some specific recognition modes for fingerprint, face, voice,

and gait biometrics.

In general, biometrics are easy to use for authentication purposes because they

are always with the person. However, they also have disadvantages. The recognition

equipment might be expensive, characteristics can be injured and they cannot be

changed. Further, replay attacks are possible and false rejection of legal users can

be a problem when security level is high. And last, but not least, the person’s privacy

might be at risk.

3.3.1 Fingerprint Recognition

Fingerprint recognition was put into use in 1893, when the Home Ministry Office in

United Kingdom accepted that no two individuals have the same fingerprints [50].
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Even twins have different patterns in their fingertips. The pattern does not change

after teenage years. However, there are some ethnic groups which have very in-

visible fingerprints. Fingerprints can also be torn away, especially among people

who work hard with their hands. There are several different sensor types to capture

fingerprint image. Capturing can be done by using optical frustrated total internal re-

flection (FTIR), ultrasound reflection, piezoelectric effect, temperature differential

or capacitance differential [50]. Injuries and cuts might alter a fingerprint temporary.

Skin elasticity, pressure, oily or dry fingers can effect image quality [50, 69]. Fin-

gerprints can be copied easily and access with an artificial print can be gained [70].

However, liveness detection increases fingerprint recognition security [70].

3.3.2 Face Recognition.

The face is one of the most natural biometric features for recognition purposes. We

use it on a daily basis, either recognizing friends or matching ID-documents to the

face of the document provider. Image capturing itself is an easy and non-intrusive

process. Face recognition has been studied for over 35 years. During this time sev-

eral face recognition algorithms have been proposed and evaluated [4, 52, 61–65].

Currently face recognition is widely used and according to [86], the three most com-

mon methods are: The Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) system, the sub-

space LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) system, and the probabilistic eigenface

system. Even though face recognition is widely studied, there still remain several

challenges. Illumination, poses and facial expressions cause the most severe prob-

lems to receive accurate face recognition [86].

3.3.3 Voice Recogntion

Voice is a behavioural biometric because the manner, motion and pronunciation

of the words varies [82]. There are two modes for the voice recognition: text-

dependent and text-independent mode. In a text-dependent mode, a user says pre-

determined words. In a text-independent mode the input is free. According to [82]

text-dependent is a more accurate recognition mode. The challenges for the voice

recognition are changes of the voice pattern over the years. Sickness, emotions and

room acoustics can also alter the voice signal temporary [82]. Attack types for the

voice recognition systems are mimicry by humans and replay attacks [50]. In a

replay attack a recorded voice sample is played. Depending on the quality of the

recording device, the provided sample might be hard to separate from the original

sample. The voice recognition technology is an interesting authentication alternative

for systems where speech is natural behaviour for a user. Examples for such cases

are the use of a mobile phones or a case where user’s oral notes are transformed to

text by a software.
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3.3.4 Gait Recognition.

The gait is a person’s manner of walking and according to the early medical studies

the gait pattern has a high degree of uniqueness [54]. There are three approaches to

capture gait pattern. Capturing can be done based on machine vision, floor sensors

or wearable sensor systems [19]. A wearable sensor can be installed in a mobile

device and therefore it can be thought to be used for device protection. In our stud-

ies, we have used wearable sensors. The gait signal varies depending on the sensor

placement on a body. With current signal comparison algorithms, the gait signal

should be produced around the same body part. Other challenging points are, for

example different walking surfaces, different shoes, and difference of carrying and

not carrying objects [19]. Being a behavioural biometric, mimicry attacks might be

possible [77].



Chapter 4
Summary of the Papers

This chapter contains a summary of the papers in the form of paper abstracts.

4.1 Surveys in the Health Services

Surveys were done to find answers to the research question: To what extent are the
assumptions on the use of and need for authentication in the health sector valid?
The following two papers are the documentation of the survey results.

4.1.1 Security Models for Electronic Medical Records [22]

In this article we give a description of the electronic medical record (EMR) and

sumarize the main legal matters related to it. Further, we propose an information

flow model of the current Norwegian EMR. This model is used to show that current

access rights to the EMR are too general, and that requirements on accountabil-

ity are not fulfilled. Finally we show how the use of dynamic access rights and

non-repudiation can be used to improve the current situation. Role based access

control is proposed to limit the access to medical records in internal information

exchange, and non-repudiation to achieve accountability for exteranal information

exchange. Both solutions require the implementation of a public key infrastructure

in the health sector. The proposed solution for external communication is an alterna-

tive to the propositions of a centralized health register. Our solution leads to effective

communication among institutions, while avoiding the vulnerabilities introduced in

collecting all the information in one database.

21
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4.1.2 Authentication in Norwegian Health Services [25]

This paper is a survey report on current authentication methods used in Norwegian

health enterprises, both in external and internal information exchange. The paper is

based on interviews of health workers working in different health enterprises, as well

as IT-workers and programmers in Eastern Health Region in Norway. The interviews

took place in November 2004 and March 2005. The surveys showed that the most

commonly used authentication method in the internal information maintaining and

transfer is a password. The two-factor key cards are used to gain a physical access

to the buildings and rooms. No biometrics are in use.

4.2 Use of Biometrics

The studies with biometrics were done to answer to the question: Is it possible to
identify biometric methods particularly suitable for the health service environment?

4.2.1 Gait Recognition Using Acceleration from MEMS [21]

This paper presents an approach on recognising individuals based on 3D accelera-

tion data from walking, which are collected using MEMS. Unlike most other gait

recognition methods, which are based on video source, our approach uses walking

acceleration in three directions: vertical, backward-forward and sideways. Using

gait samples from 21 individuals and applying two methods, histogram similarity

and cycle length, the equal error rates of 5% and 9% are achieved, respectively.

4.2.2 Biometric Gait Authentication Using Accelerometer
Sensor [20]

This paper presents a biometric user authentication based on a person’s gait. Unlike

most previous gait recognition approaches, which are based on machine vision tech-

niques, in our approach gait patterns are extracted from a physical device attached

to the lower leg. From the output of the device accelerations in three directions:

vertical, forward-backward, and sideways motion of the lower leg are obtained. A

combination of these accelerations is used for authentication. Applying two differ-

ent methods, histogram similarity and cycle length, equal error rates (EER) of 5%

and 9% were achieved, respectively. This paper is an expanded version of [21].
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4.2.3 Face Recognition Using Separate Layers of the RGB
Image [5]

In many cases face recognition of still images is performed with greyscale images.

These images are actually converted from a color image to greyscale before the

analysis takes place. A consequence of such a conversion is obviously loss of in-

formation, which could influence the performance of the face recognition system.

It would be interesting to see if using one of the three color layers of the RGB im-

age could give better recognition performance compared to the greyscale converted

image. We conducted two experiments and the results indeed support this idea. We

found that the red layer of the RGB image gives the best recognition performance,

especially in the cases where an extra light source is used to light up (part of) the

face of the participants in the experiments. In the case that the participants were

facing the camera we saw the Equal Error Rate drop from 3.3% for the greyscale

images to 1.8% for the red layer of the RGB images in our initial experiment.

4.3 Strengthening Passwords

The following three papers are focused on finding answers to the research question:

Is it possible to rank and strengthen methodologies for user generated passwords?

4.3.1 Password Generation and Search Space Reduction [29]

It is easy for humans to design passwords that are easily remembered. However,

such passwords may have a predictable structure, making exhaustive search feasi-

ble. We have divided human-generated passwords into three categories: Non-word

passwords, Mixture passwords, and Word passwords; depending on their overall

structure. Within these categories, we have analyzed the search space reduction

of several common password sub-structures. From this analysis, we have derived

guidelines that yield strong passwords within in each password category. Our results

contribute towards the goal of achieving both strong and memorable passwords.

4.3.2 An Educational Tool for Password Quality
Measurements [26]

Strong and memorable passwords are highly desirable. Password policies are de-

fined to instruct users to design strong passwords, but the education of different

password designing methods is often forgotten. And furthermore, the general in-
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structions do not apply to all designing processes, and the users’ own desires are

then ignored. This might result in poor passwords even when the recommendations

are fulfilled. As a response to these drawbacks, we created a tool which evaluates

the quality of a password while guiding the user through the design of a password.

Passwords are categorized in three categories based on their structure information.

The structure information is then used to compute a numerical quality score. The

tool differs from the password checkers found on the Internet, because it is able to

compute the quality score without receiving the actual password string.

4.3.3 Password Education Based on Guidelines Tailored to
Different Password Categories [24]

General password policies do not guarantee that passwords fulfilling the require-

ment are good enough. The policies have a tendency to be too broad to be useful for

all users. Different users have different design processes based on what kind of pass-

words they most easily remember. Users are also often left to generate passwords

on their own without any training. In our study we measured the effect of education

on the strength of a password. In order to help users to create good passwords, we

divided passwords into three password categories: Word password, Mixture pass-

word and Non-word password. For each category different password generation

guidelines were taught. Participants had access to the password quality measure-

ment tool, which not only measured the strength of the password but also guided

students in the generation process. It was shown that education had a positive effect

and that passwords became stronger right after the education. The most important

result was that a password structure got changed as the variation of structures in-

creased and different structure types were more evenly distributed. However, after

half a year without reminders or education repetition, most of the positive effect

was lost. While password structures still differed, they had become less complex, in

particular as participants had given up using special characters.

4.4 Ranking Authentication Products

The last two papers answer the first research question: How to choose the most
suitable authentication product?

4.4.1 A Method for Ranking Authentication Products [27]

There is a steady increase in both authentication methods, and in products imple-

menting these methods. Product selection has impact on strategic factors such as
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system security, cost and usability. This paper presents a new method for ranking au-

thentication products. The method can contribute towards an improved decision pro-

cess. Using our method, issues such as technical performance, application/system

specific requirements, cost and usability are addressed.

4.4.2 Formalizing the Ranking of Authentication Products [28]

This paper presents a novel method for ranking authentication products. Using our

method, issues such as technical performance, application/system-specific require-

ments, cost and usability are addressed. The method simplifies and makes the selec-

tion process more transparent by identifying issues that are important when selecting

products. We have used quantitative cost and performance analysis. Our method can

be widely applied, allowing the comparison and ranking of an extensive variety of

authentication products (passwords, biometrics, tokens). The method can be used

for both product selection and the process of product development as supported by

the case studies. This paper is an expanded version of [27].





Chapter 5
Summary of Contributions

Here we present the main contributions within each research topic.

5.1 Observations on Authentication Requirements and Practices
in Health Services

The surveys pointed out the needs for improvements regarding authentication in

health services. The health services would benefit from security education, includ-

ing topics such as the generation of good passwords, password management, and de-

fence against social engineering attacks. Also, the use of other authentication meth-

ods instead of passwords was found to be an interesting idea, especially among the

end-users. Being able to authenticate indirectly, meaning that authentication could

be handled while carrying out other tasks, is tempting because it would let a health

worker concentrate only on the patient’s health.

In addition to the need for personnel authentication improvements, we modelled

internal information flow within the Norwegian health services by using the Bell-

La Padula Confidentiality Model. This helped us point out a violation against legal

restriction stating that access to a certain patient record should only be allowed to

health workers treating the patient. With an example of role-based access control

in EMR, we showed how to correct the violation. Similarly, we showed a thorough

example of the use of non-repudiation in external information exchange.

5.2 Biometrics

The gait study showed that it is possible to use gait as an authentication method

when recognition is done based on the gait acceleration data. In our studies, the per-

formance of two recognition algorithms of our own (histogam similarity and cycle

length) were analysed. The acceleration data was collected by a sensor with a low

27
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sampling rate. A succesful use of low sampling rates implies that the authentication

system manages with low resources. Therefore, mobile device protection by gait

could be one future application.

Most of the papers on face recognition with eigenfaces use greyscale pictures. In

such cases, a camera captures colour images that are transformed into grey images.

We showed, however, that it might be better to not transform the images to greyscale,

but use the separate colour layers of the original image. In our study, the red layer

of the RGB colour image performed best. However, the reason why the red layer

performs best is not entirely clear. Explanatory factors can be the light used in our

experiments having a large peak in the red area of the spectral graph, skin colour of

our volunteers, and the characteristics of the camera.

5.3 Strengthening User Generated Passwords

A secure password is both memorable and strong. What is considered a memorable

password differs from person to person. Someone remembers word-related pass-

words better, others are capable of remembering long meaningless character strings

without any mnemonic tactic. In order to be useful for all users, we divided pass-

words into three categories: Word, Mixture and Non-word passwords and generated

password design guidelines for each category.

Further, we developed a password quality measurement tool, which uses same

password categories when computing quality score. The tool computes a quality

score based on the search space entropy of a certain password structure. The struc-

ture information is given by providing numeric answers to the tool’s questionnaire.

Therefore, the actual password is never revealed like in other tools computing the

strength of a password.

Education has a postive effect on users which is very strong right after the educa-

tion. However, the effect of the education vanishes in the long run if the users do not

get reminders of the passwords guidelines. This indicates that continueed tutoring

and evaluation should be implemented in the systems using password authentica-

tion.

5.4 A Method for Ranking Authentication Products

We developed a method that can help enterprises identify issues that should be con-

sidered when choosing authentication products. The method is divided into four

main categories: suitability for the user and environment compatibility, security

level compatibility, usability and cost. The method eliminates unusable products and

lists the remaining products according to their cost. The key point in our method is

to turn authentication method property vectors to scalors by using usage scenario

requirements as weight factors.
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Further, we derived formulas for security level comparison. In our approach, the

security level of an authentication method is determined to be the minimum of two

entropy measures. The first one is the authenticator’s search space, and the second

is the difficulty for an attacker to engineer a circumvention attack. The hardness of

the circumvention is computed from estimates of the circumvention probabilities

without user awareness. Since circumvention strategies differ for the different au-

thentication factors, we defined a separate formula for each authentication category.





Chapter 6
Conclusion and Further Work

6.1 Future Work

The need for strong personnel authentication is growing steadily as new applications

having remote access to electronically storaged information are coming to markets.

Some of the applications are specially targeted to the health services. Portable de-

vices can be handy in use, but they might also compromise confidential information

in the case of theft. Therefore, it would be desired to have an authentication mecha-

nism which would shut down the connection when an unauthorized user is holding

the device. Health services also have several special environments where authentica-

tion is needed to be done such as operation rooms. Biometrics can provide suitable

authentication alternatives for these cases.

• Our gait study was motivated by the idea of mobile phone protection. The idea

can be widened to apply other mobile devices, such done in [38, 78]. In the future

it would be interesting to see how gait would perform with mobile ICT in hospital

setting such as in [10].

• Operation rooms need an authentication mechanism which is hygienic. Face

recognition could provide such a benefit. However, chirurgical staff wears masks

leaving only the eyes unveiled. Such a partially covered face is a problem in face

recognition. In our study we used a strong spot light to illuminate faces, and we

found that the best accuracy performance was achieved with the red colour layer.

The strong lighting is also in use in operation rooms. It would be worth studying

if the use of separate colour layers provides better recognition accuracy in the

case of partially covered faces.

• Hospitals and general practices have a possibility to use speech recognition tech-

nology which transforms oral text to written text [74]. Voice would be a natural

authentication method for such a system.

Previous ideas were related to authentication in a special environment or of an

application in the health services. In addition, we would like to outline research

topics regarding authentication methods themselves.

31
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• The memorability of passwords is a problem which is hard to overcome. Would

it help if there were a password hash algorithm that could give a strong password

for each separate site or application? Could it be designed an algorithm usable

without any tool which would provide a high quality password from easily re-

membered input?

• Colour images used in face recogntion left much room for future work. For ex-

ample:

– Does the red layer of an RGB image contain the best information because it

resembles best the color of the skin for Caucasian people?

– What combination of color layers performs best in case of non-Caucasian

people?

– The best results for the red layer of the image might indicate that using Near

Infrared (NIR) lighting and image capturing could also give good results for

face recognition.

6.2 Conclusion

This thesis contributes by offering new knowledge on the topic of authentication in

health services. The overall goal of the research has been to learn how authentica-

tion is done in health services, to point out possible places for improvements, and to

develop new authentication mechanisms or enhance existing ones in a way such that

they become more secure and user friendly. One important issue when protecting in-

formation systems is to use an authentication product which is the most suitable for

the given usage scenario. However, enterprises have little knowledge about compar-

ison of alternative authentication products. To address this, we invented a method

for authentication product ranking of an extensive variety of authentication prod-

ucts (passwords, biometrics, and tokens). To our knowledge, the method was the

first one which provided strategy and formulas for authentication product ranking.

Our ranking method was referenced to in [72], where a new access control method

based on the results of the risk assessment was proposed.

In order to develop the ranking method, the research was divided into separate

topics. Each of them contributed also individual results. These results have been

helpful to others in their research. Survey paper [22] contained both survey results

and propositions for improvements. The models of the current systems were refer-

enced to in [15]. The proposed alternative methods were solutions for the situations

where the currently used methods did not meet the legal restrictions. Role based

access control was proposed to limit the access to medical records in internal infor-

mation exchange, and non-repudiation to achieve accountability for external infor-

mation exchange. The role based access control was further referenced to in [16].

Gafurov has continued the gait study in his thesis [19] and together with several

co-authors developed the first gait recognition algorithms introduced in [21] fur-

ther on. In addition, [20] has been referenced to for instance in [3, 9, 38, 78]. For
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example, Tamviruzzaman et. al [78] used gait and GSP-location signals to authenti-

cate the owner of an iPhone. In the face recognition study the recognition was done

based on the different color layers of the RGB image. Recognition accuracy was

improved, but the study left room for future work with the use of color layers in

face recognition.

Passwords are still the most common authentication method. We have provided

methods for improving their security. We have generated new, more specific guide-

lines for good password generation. Based on the guidelines we have built a qual-

ity measurement tool to help in the password generation process. The tool and

guidelines are to be used in security education improving situations like [13, 48]

mentioned earlier in the Introduction chapter. However, one-time education is not

enough to keep the security level acceptable. In order to achieve good security with

passwords, users should get reminders of the good password habits regularly.
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care”. We find this definition and the term “electronic
patient record” limiting. We consider Lærum’s fol-
lowing discussion on the term electronic medical
record (EMR) in [16] more appropriate in this con-
text:

The EMR in its simplest form may be regarded as
an electronic version of the paper-based medical
record. It is the repository of clinical information
on which health personnel base their decisions
regarding health care of the individual patient.
However, its content is not universally defined
in the literature, and consequently, the concept
is named in a multitude of ways.

Lærum gives an overview of different definitions of
EMR. For our purpose, to give general considerations
of how to manage access rights to the database to
ensure that requirements to confidentiality, integrity,
availability and accountability are met, the general
definition from [17] is appealing. Here the EMR is
defined as a database containing data from various
sources as shown in Figure 1. To our knowledge, a
system like this is currently not implemented in any
Norwegian hospital. Most hospitals use DIPS2),
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Figure 1  The EMR database

1  Introduction
Over the last ten years our society has undergone an
electronic revolution, and literally no segment of
society in the industrialized countries is left un-
touched by the possibilities given by a multitude of
computer applications and network services. The
health sector is no exception, however the following
characteristics differentiate this sector from the others:

1 The sensitivity of information treated in the system,
emphasized by strict legal restrictions;

2 The complexity due to the wide range of systems
and the large number of users;

3 The tight connection between private and public
health sector.

Based on a general definition of the medical record
and on the legal framework, we seek a classification
of information sharing among health personnel work-
ing in the same organization, and communication
between personnel from different organizations.
Further, we compare the Norwegian model with the
British Medical Association model (see Anderson
[4]). As an extension of this model, we show how to
model the EMR as a database with dynamic access
rights, such that the requirements of confidentiality,
integrity, availability and accountability are met.
Finally we give an example of how the above frame-
work can be used to achieve non-repudiation in mes-
sage exchanges among health personnel.

2  What is an electronic medical
record?

Based on the Health Personnel Act [12] and the
Patients’ Rights Act [14], KITH1) defines an elec-
tronic patient record as: “An electronic collection of
registered information on a patient related to health
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DocuLive EPR3) or InfoMedix4) to process health
data. The solutions from these vendors are especially
adapted to each institution to fit into the local sys-
tems. As academics, we are not constrained by these
practical obligations and have the liberty to work
with an idealized scenario. We propose an informa-
tion theoretic model of how access to the EMR
database should be administrated. But first we give
a brief summary of the legal framework.

3  Legal restrictions
The following Norwegian legislation regulates the
EPR: The Health Personnel Act [12], the Patients’
Rights Act [14], Personal Health Data Filing System
Act [13], the Journal Act [7], Personal data regula-
tions [11] and the Archives Act [10]. The main fea-
tures in these laws related to information security are:

1 Only the data controller, the data processors and
people working under the instruction of the con-
troller or the processor may be granted access to
personal health data. Access may only be granted
if this is necessary for the work of the person con-
cerned and in accordance with the rules that apply
regarding the duty of secrecy.

2 The health care provider is obliged to enter or
record information in a patient record for the indi-
vidual patient. The duty to keep patient records
does not apply to co-operating personnel provid-
ing care in accordance with instructions or guid-
ance from other health personnel.

3 Health institutions are obliged to designate one
person with superior responsibility for the indi-
vidual patient record including making decisions
relating to what information is to be entered into
the patient record.

4 It must be evident from the records who has
entered the information into the patient records.

5 Corrections must be carried out through re-enter-
ing the information of the patient records, or by
adding a dated correction in the records. Correc-
tions must not be made by deleting information
or comments.

6 Upon demand from the person whom the infor-
mation in the patient record relates to, or of their
own accord, health personnel can under certain
conditions delete information or comments in the
patient record.

7 Patient records may be kept electronically.

8 The data controller and the data processor must
by means of planned, systematic measures ensure
satisfactory data security with regard to confiden-
tiality, integrity, quality and accessibility in con-
nection with the processing of personal health
data.

9 In legal or administrative cases relating to the
professional conduct of health personnel, notes
recorded in patient records, patient records and
patient record material may be required for the
purpose of being presented as evidence, either as
originals, or as certified photocopies or printouts.

10 The patient is entitled to access to his or her
medical records with enclosures and upon special
request is entitled to a copy. Under certain cir-
cumstances the patient may be denied access to
information in his or her medical records.

11 The patient is entitled to object to the disclosure
of his or her medical records or information in the
records. Furthermore, the information may not be
disclosed if there is reason to believe that the
patient would have objected to this if asked.

This legal framework poses strong requirements on
availability, confidentiality, integrity and accountabil-
ity, and states that patient approval is often necessary.
Our belief is that an implementation of dynamic
access rights and PKI is necessary to fulfill these
requirements. We also note that the most common
operations are read and write. Deletion and overwrit-
ing are relatively rare operations, and may be avoided
by adding a deletion tag to an element instead of
deleting it. In this report, we therefore focus on the
management of read and write access rights.

4  Classification
The KITH report [2], which gives an overview of the
need for PKI in the health sector, divides the PKI
applications in the health sector into the following
three groups:

• Communication within public administration/
health service;

• Communication between public administration/
health service and clients;

3) www2.siemens.no/med/
4) www.infomedica.no
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• Communication between public administration and
industry.

This focus is slightly different from ours; as we are
concerned about who owns a medical record, who
does not own a medical record, and how do these
communicate between each other. This point of view
is based on the first legal aspect of Section 3. Inter-
nally, the local administrator grants access rights,
whereas access for external health personnel requires
patients’ agreement. Figure 2 illustrates the separa-
tion between these two cases.

4.1  Internal access policy

Internal information exchange takes place inside an
organization. The organization has one manager who
is responsible for all the employees. An organization
might for example be the practice of a general practi-
tioner, a hospital or united hospitals. From a legal
aspect, the local data controller is the one who inter-

nally grants access to the data and ensures satisfac-
tory information security with regard to confidential-
ity, availability, integrity and quality. A description
of how this is done today in one of the Norwegian
health regions is given in Section 5.

4.2  External access policy

External information exchange takes place when
health information is transferred between working
units, which have different managers. Scenarios of
these situations are communication between a general
practitioner and a specialist in a hospital or between a
private laboratory and a general practitioner.

While the KITH report [2] focuses on all communi-
cations with a need for PKI within the health sector,
we have tried to identify the communications where
direct access to the EMR is necessary for at least one
of the involved parties. These scenarios are summa-
rized in Table 1. In Figure 3 we show the parties
involved in this communication and we emphasize
those who are in possession of an EMR. In Section 6
we treat the problem of reading and writing informa-
tion to the different parts of the EMR without violat-
ing the legal framework. We especially focus on the
case where laboratory results are sent from the labo-
ratory to a doctor, and how the laboratory can be in
the position to prove that the doctor was in posses-
sion of the result at a given time.

5  Models of Norwegian health
service

Having classified different communication cate-
gories, this section introduces models of the informa-
tion flow in Norwegian health service. The internal
access model is based on the idea that there are two
layers in every health institution. The outer layer
consists of different departments and the sub-model

Figure 2  Simplistic view of ownership and access
right to the EMR

Communication Authorization Non-repudiation No. of actors involved

Referral X X 2’

Case summary X X 2

Prescription X X 3

Journal transfer X X 2’

Lab answers X 2

Sick leave X 3

Medical certificate X 3

Table 1  External communications where at least one of the parties needs direct access to EMR. This table is
an abstract of the table given in the KITH report [2]. All communications require authentication, encryption
and integrity. Non-repudiation for lab answers is not in the KITH report, but has been added to facilitate the
use of the EMR as legal evidence. When the number of actors involved is marked with “ ’ “ it means that
patient approval could be included in the communication

EMR

External access

Internal access

Patient approval
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explains the information flow between the depart-
ments. The inner layer consists of only one depart-
ment and a sub-model is created to describe the infor-
mation flow within the department. The majority ex-
ternal information flow is still based on the exchange
of paper documents and use of fax machines.

5.1  Internal access policy

A hospital can be divided organizationally into differ-
ent departments as shown in Figure 4. This model can
be generalized. If we were modeling a clinic with one
doctor the model would contain only one department.
Figure 4 also shows how different departments have
access to the same EMR. This is the outer layer of the
information flow, and can be modeled by a multi-
lateral security policy.

BMA security policy. Multilateral security policy,
shown in Figure 5, prevents information flowing
across departments. One of the multilateral security
policies is The British Medical Association security

Figure 3  External communications where at least
one of the parties needs direct access to EMR

Figure 4  Multilateral policy in hospitals. ROS =
Result of samples, TEXT = Text part of the patient
record, often called the journal, PAS = patient
administration system. Note: The EMR can contain
more elements than shown in the figure Figure 5  Multilateral security policy
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policy BMA proposed by Anderson [3]. It was
designed specifically for the needs of the health ser-
vice. BMA security policy consists of nine principal
elements: access control, record opening, control,
consent and notification, persistence, attribution,
information flow, aggregation control, and trusted
computing base.

A comparison of the information given by [3, 9, 15]
shows that Norwegian electronic patient record sys-
tem contains most of the principal elements of the
BMA model, and can therefore be considered as
similar to the BMA model.

Access control:
• In the BMA model, records are marked with an

access control list naming the people or groups
who may read them and append data to them.

• The Norwegian system is similar because health
workers are divided into certain user groups based
on their position in the hospital and these groups
have different access rights to the records.

Record opening:
• In the BMA model, the patient might have multiple

records with different sensitivity level. A clinician
may open a new record with the patient. Where the
patient is referred, the clinician may open a record
with the patient and the referring clinicians.

• In the Norwegian system, records can be opened by
anyone who has the right and obligation to do so.
Patients are allowed to see their record in the pres-
ence of doctors.

Control:
• In the BMA model, one of the authorized clinicians

may alter the access control list and add the health
care professionals to it.

• In the Norwegian system, access privileges are
given by the IT department or administrative
department based on the recommendation given by
the system owner. In the case of the internal infor-
mation exchange the system owner is the manager
of the united hospitals.

Consent and notification:
• In the BMA model, the responsible clinician must

notify the patient whenever his patient record’s
access control list has been altered.

• In Norway, patients’ permission will be asked
when patient records are sent from one clinic to
another, but inside the hospital this is not done.
The reason for this is that a hospital is considered

to be one clinic where all the workers already have
previously mentioned rights to see the records.

Persistence:
• In the BMA model, no one should be able to delete

the patient records before the expiration date.

• In the Norwegian system, normal users are not
allowed to delete records and even deleting a sen-
tence in the records is denied. Users are able to
correct information by adding new information. If
deleting is considered to be necessary then there
is a certain protocol to follow. Request has to be
made for the system owner and depending on the
answer the IT department can perform the deletion.

Attribution:
• In the BMA model, all accesses to patient records

must be marked on the record.

• The Norwegian system is similar because every
access to the patient records will be logged (user-
name and time, no digital signature on added infor-
mation).

Information flow:
• In the BMA model, information from a less sensi-

tive record can be added to a more sensitive record,
but not the other way round.

• This is also true in Norway, but it is not relevant in
our model because we consider only one medical
record at a time.

Aggregation control:
• In the BMA model, patients must receive special

notification if a person who has access to patient
records on a large number of people, is proposed to
be added to their access control list.

• There is no such requirement in the Norwegian
laws.

Trusted computing base:
• In the BMA model, computer systems that handle

personal health information must have a subsystem
that enforces the above principals in an effective
way.

• In Norwegian hospitals, there are three different
previously mentioned EMR applications, which are
based mostly on these principals.

Inside the hospital wards, the policy is not multi-
lateral, but multilevel, because people working in the
hospital, even in the same ward, have different clear-
ance levels. These clearance levels, and therefore the
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5.2  External access policy

Today’s situation is more or less paper based infor-
mation exchange. For example, all medical prescrip-
tions are written on a piece of paper, which is taken
to the pharmacy by the patient. General practitioners
have the possibility to send and receive referrals, case
summaries and laboratory results by using electronic

Figure 6  Bell-La Padula Confidentiality Model

Figure 7  Information flow in the clinical ward

Figure 8  Information flow in the radiology depart-
ment. RIS is the roentgen information system and
PACS is the picture archive and communication
system
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access rights to the patient records depend on a user’s
position and working place in the hospital. Doctors
have read and write access, nurses have read and lim-
ited write access and the secretaries in the wards have
limited read and write access to the records. This
indicates that the information flow inside the wards
can be modeled by using the Bell-La Padula model [4].

Bell-La Padula confidentiality model. According to
[4], the Bell-La Padula model belongs to the class of
multilevel security policies meaning that it handles
data at different sensitivity levels and prevents infor-
mation flowing down in the hierarchy. Documents
and users are given clearance levels. Users are able to
read information written by users having the same or
a lower clearance level than themselves and write to
documents written by users having the same or supe-
rior clearance levels. The only one who can write
down is the one who has no access to upper clearance
level data. These principles are shown in Figure 6.

Some examples of the current situation inside the
wards are given in Figures 7, 8 and 9. Figure 7
shows the information flow in a typical clinical ward.
Nurses have limited write access to the medical
record’s text part (mentioned in the figure as
NTEXT), where they write down medication and
treatment they have given to the patient. However
they are not allowed to see the whole text journal. As
shown in Figure 7, doctors currently have this right.
Figures 8 and 9 show information flows from radiog-
raphy and laboratory departments. The full model of
internal information exchange consists of two previ-
ously mentioned sub-models, Bell-La Padula and
BMA.
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secure envelope, which uses xml-protocol, but not all
of them do so. Even if the document is in electronic
form, it has to be stored in the health record by the
general practitioner him- or herself. If the document
is in paper form, the storing is time consuming
because the practitioner has to scan it to the records.
According to the Health Personnel Act (see Section
3) the private service providers or the hospitals do not
have access rights to the medical records kept by the
general practitioner, or vice versa. If the whole medi-
cal record needs to be transferred from one place to
another, permission has to be asked from the patient
and the medical record is sent as a paper document
after receiving permission.

5.3  Weaknesses in the current system

Our models show that doctors working in the same
department have the same access rights to patient
records. This means that a doctor can access record
information on a patient without being directly
involved in the treatment of the patient. This is a vio-
lation of the first point in the list of legal restrictions
stating that access to personal health data should only
be granted if it is necessary for the work of the person
concerned.

Access to the EMR is logged, but there is no use of
digital signatures. This is a weakness if the EMR is
to be used as evidences in a legal case as it can be
claimed that the password had been stolen, the com-
puter had been left open and so on. The use of a digital
signature would make such statements less plausible.

Finally the external information exchange might be
the greatest weakness of the system. The use of post
or a courier to transfer paper files is an outdated
method. This can be done quicker and safer by the
use of a non-repudiation protocol to negotiate and
carry out the exchange.

Motivated by the observations above, in Section 6 we
propose models for administrating the access rights to
the EMR such that:

1 Access to the EMR is more restricted than before
and limited to only personnel currently working
with a patient.

2 Accountability of actions is assured to a larger
extent than before.

The proposed solutions are based on the existence of
an internal and external PKI framework.

6  Models for the future
As pointed out, one may have the impression that
compared to the legal constraints on patient data,
access to EMR is too general and that the requirement
of accountability may not be fulfilled. In this section
we show how role-based access control (RBAC) and
non-repudiation can be used to improve this situation.

6.1  Role-based internal information

exchange

Motivation. The EMR is distributed among various
places, e.g. laboratories and hospitals, and accessed
by different users, e.g. doctors and nurses. The users
of the system possess different access policies. More-
over, the nature of these access policies is dynamic.
Dynamic access policy means that granting of opera-
tion on objects is done based not only on user’s pre-
defined set of functionality, but also based on some
other contextual information (e.g. time or location).
For example, a doctor in an operating theatre should
have full access to patients’ records but on other
hand, from his home PC he should have limited
access to patients’ EMR.

A role-based access control is a promising access pol-
icy that can address dynamic policies. A core feature
of the RBAC is that permissions (or rights or access
rights) are assigned to roles, and users are members
of the appropriate roles. Moreover, RBAC supports
three well-known security principles: least privileges,
separation of duties, and data abstraction [18].
Assignment of permissions to roles rather than to
users seems a more natural way from the organiza-
tional point of view because roles are associated with
work positions and duties of users within the organi-
zation. A study [6] shows that permissions assigned
to roles tend to change relatively slowly compared to
changes in the user membership of roles.

Role-based access control model. RBAC is defined in
terms of four model components: Core RBAC, Hier-
archical RBAC, Static Separation of Duty Relations

Figure 9  Laboratory department
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and Dynamic Separation of Duty Relations [5]. We
consider only a core RBAC with static and dynamic
separation of duties. A core RBAC reference model
proposed by NIST is depicted in Figure 10. The ele-
ments in the RBAC model are the set of users (U),
roles (R), permissions (P) and their relationships that
are user-to-role assignment (UA) and role-to-permis-
sion assignment (PA). A role is a job position or
work title associated with a set of functions or
responsibilities within the organization, for example
nurse, laboratory assistant, etc. A permission is a
predefined type of operation on an object within the
system, for example permission to read an X-ray of
a patient where read is an operation and X-ray is an
object. A session is a mapping of a user to the acti-
vated subset of the roles assigned to the user. The
functions session_roles and user_session returns the
roles activated by session and the set of sessions asso-
ciated with a user, respectively. The user assignment
and permission assignment are many-to-many rela-
tionships. That is, one user can be assigned to several
roles and one role to several users; and one role can
be granted several permissions and one permission
can be granted to several roles.

An RBAC with static separation of duties and
dynamic separation of duties is an extension of the
core RBAC model, see Figure 11. Static separation of
duties (SSD) places constraints on the assignment of
users to roles. Dynamic separation of duties (DSD)
specifies constraints on permissions of the user to
activate assigned roles. From another point of view,
the difference between SSD and DSD is that SSD is
set during design time while DSD is set during run-
time.

RBAC model for EMR. We can show an example of
RBAC for a model of internal information access
being described in Section 5.1. We have the follow-
ing sets:

• U = {User_1, User_2, …, User_n};

• R = {Doctor, Nurse, Secretary, Radiologist, Radio-
grapher, LaboratoryAssistant, Patient};

• P = {ReadText5), WriteText, ReadROS6),
WriteROS, ReadPAS7), Write-PAS,
ReadRIS8)/PACS9), WriteRIS/PACS}.

Useri can be named by using SSN10) or some other
identifier of the particular doctor, nurse and other
users of the system11). And also, instead of dividing
objects and operations on them, we have defined
them together as a set of permissions P. We define
user assignment as the function user_roles, i.e. a set
of roles for the given user.

• user_roles(User_1) = {Doctor}
• user_roles(User_2) = {Nurse}
• user_roles(User_3) = {Secretary}
• user_roles(User_4) = {Radiologist}
• user_roles(User_5) = {Radiographer}
• user_roles(User_6) = {LaboratoryAssistant}
• user_roles(User_7) = {Patient}

We also define permission assignment as a function
role_permissions that gives us a set of permissions
for the given role:

• role_permissions(Doctor) = {ReadText,Write-
Text,ReadROS,ReadRIS/PACS}

5) Text is the text part of the patient record
6) ROS is result of samples
7) PAS is the patient administration system
8) RIS is the roentgen information system
9) PACS is the picture archive and communication system
10) Social security number
11) Such as the identifyer in the Norwegian health personnel register

Figure 10  Core RBAC

Figure 11  RBAC with static and dynamic separation of duties
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• role_permissions(Nurse) = {ReadPAS, WriteROS}

• role_permissions(Secretary) = {ReadPAS,
WritePAS}

• role_permissions(Radiologist) = {ReadRIS/PACS,
WriteRIS/PACS}

• role_permissions(Radiographer) =
{WriteRIS/PACS, ReadPAS, Write-PAS}

• role_permissions(LaboratoryAssitent) =
{WriteROS}

As mentioned earlier, rules regulating SSD can be set
during design time, and constraints on user’s role
assignments can be specified. For example, a user
cannot be assigned to both of the roles Doctor and
Pharmacist. On the other hand, DSD puts constraints
on activating assigned roles. For example, Radio-
grapher’s permission to write to EPR (RIS/PACS)
is activated when the doctor requests and sends the
patient to take X-ray. Until that time a radiographer is
not allowed to write RIS/PACS although he has such
a right. Thus, for our purpose we define dynamic
access policy as granting permission to a role based
on some available runtime information. To address
the dynamism we define the following abstract func-
tion, which serves as a precondition for activating
roles:

can_activate(r, p, t)

This function returns true if the user with the role r
can perform permission p based on some information
available at time t, and false otherwise. In fact, the
parameter t may encapsulate not only time, but other
information like location as well. In [8], a spatial
role-based access control framework applied to health
care is presented. The framework utilizes location
information in access control decisions, in order to
determine the permissions a role encompasses at
given location.

Accountability RBAC. In order to be compatible with
governing rules and laws in our model, we assume
that a local Trusted Third Party12) (TTP) is running.
The aim of TTP is to collect evidence of the users’
activities by recording their operation on EMR. In its
simplest form, the TTP can store data in log files.

6.2  External information exchange

Motivation. The external exchanges shown in Table 1
can be divided into two cases; communication be-

tween two main actors or communication among
three main actors. Sending case summaries, referrals,
records and laboratory results belongs to the model
where there are only two main actors. The rest, pre-
scription, sick leaves and medical certificates belong
to the model where there are three main actors. These
are shown in Figure 3. In this section we focus on
how non-repudiation can be used to improve the
accountability of these communications. We first
give a brief introduction to non-repudiation.

Non-repudiation. Anyone slightly familiar with infor-
mation security can list four of the main categories of
security services defined by ISO 7498-2 [1]: Authenti-
cation, access control, confidentiality and data
integrity. Fewer are aware of the fifth category, namely
non-repudiation. Non-repudiation is related to authen-
tication and data integrity, but has stronger proof
requirements and is a protection against false denial of
having been involved in a communication. The general
goal of a non-repudiation service is to collect, main-
tain, make available, and validate irrefutable evidences
concerning a claimed event or action and to resolve
disputes about the occurrence or the non-occurrence of
that event or action. Typical conflicts that can be
solved by non-repudiation are the following:

• A claims having sent M to B while B denies having
received M.

• B claims having received M from A while A denies
having sent M.

• A claims having sent M before time T while B
denies receiving it before T.

The main idea is that the parties in a communication
should be in possession of a receipt when the commu-
nication is terminated. This receipt should be gener-
ated in such a way that both parties have the same
opportunity to cheat, meaning that even though the
computational power of one of the parties is superior
to the other party, it should not have better possibili-
ties of creating false evidence.

There are usually three parties involved in a transac-
tion assuring non-repudiation: Originator, recipient
and trusted third party (TTP). In a non-repudiation
protocol, the TTP can have different degrees of
involvement in the communication (inline, online or
offline) and has to play different roles (certification
authority, notary, delivery authority, time stamping
authority and adjunctor). For more on non-repudia-
tion and the role of TTPs see [19]. The evidences,

12) The role of the TTP is defined in Section 6.2.
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or receipts, can mainly be generated by two types
of security mechanisms:

• Secure envelopes generated by TTPs using sym-
metric cryptographic techniques;

• Digital signatures generated by any party using
asymmetric cryptographic techniques.

The use of secure envelopes requires an uncondi-
tional trust of the TTP, which in many cases is unre-
alistic. Therefore many users prefer digital signature
based on evidences where the trust in the TTP as a
certification authority can be reduced by appropriate
registration and certification procedures.

Example. Let us now take a look at the two actors
model and consider a communication between a gen-
eral practitioner’s (GP’s) office and a laboratory with
the purpose to analyze a patient’s sample. In a real life
situation, the main part of the communication is han-
dled by the secretaries or assistants, as Figure 12
shows. Our model takes this into account. Our model
also obeys the following privileges given to different
roles: nurses and secretaries have limited access rights
to the EMR, while the doctors have full reading and
writing access. Limited access gives full rights to han-
dle patient administration data but not the medical
data. Results of the samples and diagnoses of the sick-
ness are private issue between doctor and the patient.

The non-repudiation protocols between actors can
be used for achieving confidentiality and integrity of
the information exchange. Internal PKI can be imple-
mented in the laboratory and at the doctor’s office to
achieve non-repudiation in that part of the communi-
cation too, but is not treated in this article.

Protocol. Before stating the protocol for the ex-
change, we introduce the necessary general notation.

• A, B and U: actors of the communication. U can be
both A or B.

• M: message sent from A to B.

• K: message key defined by A.

• C = eK(M): commitment (cipher text) for message
M.

• L = H(M,K): a unique label linking C and K.

• fi (i = 1, 2, ...): flags indicating the intended pur-
pose of a signed message.

• sub_K = sSA (f5, B, L, K, H(C)): authenticator of K
provided by A.

• con_K = sSTTP (f6, A, B, L, K): evidence of confir-
mation of K issued by the TTP.

• abort = sSTTP (f8, A, B, L): evidence of abortion of
a transaction issued by the TTP.

• Tsub is the deadline that A should either send a
message key or submit it to the TTP.

The first part of the protocol handles booking of
an appointment at a laboratory. The general practi-
tioner’s (GP’s) secretary (GPS) sends a request to the
laboratory. The receiver in the laboratory is also a
secretary (LABS) who handles the first part of the
communication. Based on the NR2 protocol
described in [19], the communication goes as in Fig-
ure 13. The message contains the patient information
and a description of what the laboratory should do.
After receiving the final answer from the laboratory,
the patient or the sample can be sent for testing.
Using for example a courier to send the sample will
ensure non-repudiation in this phase. Conflict resolu-
tion for this protocol is described in [19].
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Figure 12  Three layers communication

Figure 13  The NR2 protocol. Where EOO_C =
sSGPS(f1, LABS, GP, L, C), EOR C = sSLABS(f2,
GPS, L, C, Tsub), EOO_K = sSGPS (f3, LABS, L, K)
and EOR_K = sSGPS (f4, LABA, GPS, L, K)
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When the analysis is ready, the second part of the
protocol can be initiated. In this step, there are two
main actors but three parties. The purpose of this is to
separate the secretary’s and the doctor’s duties. The
laboratory assistant sends the encrypted results to the
GP’s secretary using the protocol described in Figure

Figure 15  The abort subprotocol

Figure 16  The resolve sub protocol
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Figure 14  The main protocol, where EOO_C = sSLABA(f1, GP, GPS,
LABA, LABS, L, C), EOR_C = sSGPS(f2, LABA, GP, L, C, Tsub),
EOO_K = sSLABA(f3, GP, L, K) and EOR_K = sSGP (f4, LABA, L, K)
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14 (which is based on the NR3 protocol described in
[19]). After Step 1, the secretary has an encrypted
laboratory result, which she can save to the EMR.
The secretary cannot read the results because she
does not have the key. This is sent to the doctor in the
next step after the secretary has sent her confirmation
back to the laboratory assistant.

After having received the message from LABA in
Step 2, the doctor has the key and can decrypt the
result in the EMR. After receiving the final confirma-
tion from the doctor, the laboratory assistant knows
that the doctor has received the last result. The abort
and resolve subprotocols are given in Figure 15 and
Figure 16.

Problem places. In Step 1, the protocol will be
aborted after the first message, if the laboratory does
not receive the answer within a certain time period.
Nobody has gained anything. The secretary then has
four options:

1 The secretary saves the document and sends an
answer: The protocol continues as normal and the
doctor will receive the key eventually.

2 The secretary saves the document and does not
answer: The protocol will be aborted by the labora-
tory. This protocol is described in Figure 15 and
includes a TTP. The laboratory then has to send the
first message again.

3 The secretary does not save the document but
answers: The protocol will continue normally, but
then the doctor has nothing to read later. In this
case, the laboratory will be able to prove that the
secretary has received the document. If the doctor
locally does not trust his secretary to save it, a local
PKI may be implemented to ensure non-repudiation.

4 The secretary does not save the document and does
not answer: The protocol will be aborted and labo-
ratory has to send the first message again.

If the GPS does not receive a notification from the
LABA, the GPS can assume that the doctor has not
received the decryption key and will, if time runs out,
call for a resolution by using the protocol presented in
Figure 16. It is therefore not in LABA’s interest not
to send the notification. On the other hand, the secre-
tary can deny having received the notification even if
LABA has sent it to her. This is the weakest point in
our protocol. An easy, but relatively expensive, way
to solve this problem is that the notification is sent
through an online TTP. In this way the secretary can-
not deny having received the notification.
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After the message is sent from LABA to the GP, the
doctor knows that the result has been sent earlier and
he should be capable of retrieving the message and
decrypting it in order to read the result. The doctor
now has six options to proceed.

1 If the doctor finds the document from EMR, he
reads it and answers: The laboratory will get the
confirmation that the doctor has got the result.

2 If the doctor does not find the document from the
EMR, he has to ask the secretary to save it to the
EMR. He then proceeds as in case 1 and the labora-
tory will get the confirmation.

3 If the doctor does not find the document and the
secretary cannot find it either, then the doctor
knows that the secretary has made a mistake. To
get the results, the communication has to be started
again.

4 If the doctor does not read the document but
answers, then the laboratory will get the confirma-
tion that the doctor has the results.

5 If the doctor reads the document but does not
answer, then the LABA calls for a resolution and
will get evidence that it has sent the decryption key.

6 If the doctor does not read the document and does
not answer, the LABA calls for a resolution and
will get evidence that it has sent the decryption key.

In the case of a resolution the TTP generates a status
report, gives evidences of what has happened and
gives the message key by request. This protocol can
be used for any information exchange between two
main actors and their assistants. The protocol for the
three main actors is to be defined in a future work. It
can also be noted that in situations where a patient
approval is necessary, the patient can be included as a
party in a three actor protocol.

7  Conclusion
Based on a general definition of the electronic medi-
cal record as well as the legal framework for patient
information, we have evaluated the current informa-
tion flow in Norwegian health institutions. We have
shown three examples of how the current methods do
not meet the legal restrictions, and we have proposed
a solution for two of them. Role based access control
is proposed to limit the access to medical records in
internal information exchange, and non-repudiation
to achieve accountability for external information
exchange.

Both solutions require the implementation of a public
key infrastructure in the health sector. The proposed
solution for external communication is an alternative
to the propositions of a centralized health register.
Our solution leads to effective communication among
institutions, while avoiding the vulnerabilities intro-
duced in collecting all the information in one
database.
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Abstract

This paper presents an approach on recognising individ-
uals based on 3D acceleration data from walking, which
are collected using MEMS. Unlike most other gait recog-
nition methods, which are based on video source, our ap-
proach uses walking acceleration in three directions: ver-
tical, backward-forward and sideways. Using gait samples
from 21 individuals and applying two methods, histogram
similarity and cycle length, the equal error rates of 5% and
9% are achieved, respectively.

1. Introduction

Mobile and portable electronic devices like mobile

phones and PDAs, etc. are now an essential tool in peo-

ple’s everyday life. They are no longer considered as merely

communication means, such devices can also be used in

applications like m-banking [23] and m-government [13].

Consequently, they store and process valuable data, e.g. fi-

nancial and private information. Thus, the devices can be

targets of attackers not only because of their value per se

but also because of their stored information. The present

defense of these devices against unauthorised usage is usu-

ally based on PIN code and password, which are not al-

ways effective due to their security and memorability as-

pects [30]. To improve security in such devices, different

biometric traits such as voice [17] and fingerprints [25, 26]

have been proposed. However, unlike these biometrics,

which are obtrusive and require user’s attention, gait1 bio-

metric has an advantage of being non-invasive and obtained

without a walker’s attention. Studies from medicine [20]

and psychology [10] present an evidence for considering

human gait as having distinctive patterns from which indi-

1Gait is a persons manner of walking.

viduals can be recognised. Despite the fact that gait bio-

metric is relatively recent compared to, for example finger-

prints, there are many studies devoted to gait recognition

[8, 16, 12, 9, 22, 27, 11, 15, 19, 7, 4, 21]. All of these stud-

ies use machine vision techniques to extract gait patterns.

This paper presents a new method to recognise individ-

uals by using their gait acceleration data. These accele-

cation data are obtained from a Micro-Electro-Mechanical

System (MEMS), which is the integration of mechanical el-

ements, sensors and electronics on a common framework

[28, 14]. The approach uses acceleration data in three di-

rections, namely vertical, backward-forward and sideways.

In [1, 18] another approach of gait recognition that uses ac-

celeration data is described. Our approach uses different

positioning of the accelerometer device and tests a differ-

ent type of gait signal. We attach the device to the leg, right

above the ankle because it has more movement compared to

the waist when a person walks. Additionally, the device we

use for collecting data records acceleration signals at lower

rate than used in [1, 18].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2

describes Gait Collection device and gait signal used, sec-

tion 3 outlines applied methods, section 4 discusses experi-

ment and its results, and section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Technology

2.1. The Gait Collection device

The device used to collect gait data for the analysis

methods consists of an AVR Butterfly evaluation board

from Atmel Corporation [3], which was equipped with two

ADXL 202 dual axis accelerometers from Analog Devices

[2]. The accelerometers were positioned perpendicularly

to each other, making it possible to detect acceleration in

three directions: vertical, backward-forward and sideways,



as shown in Figure 1. The device was also equipped with

an RS-232 interface for data transfer, 4.5 voltage external

battery supply, and had a 4 Mbit dataflash for storage of

acceleration data as shown in Figure 2. The Gait Collec-

tion device records acceleration at the rate of 16 samples

per second.

Figure 1. Acceleration directions when at-
tached to leg.

Figure 2. Diagram of Gait Collection device.

2.2. Acceleration signals

From the output of Gait Collection device acceleration

signals in three directions: vertical X , backward-forward

Y , and sideway Z are obtained. Instead of considering

these raw acceleration signals separately, which might be

Figure 3. Fragments of gait acceleration sig-
nals: a) vertical X, b) backward-forward Y, c)
sideways Z, and d) combined C.

sensitive to the device’s attachment, we use a combined sig-

nal. Several combination of these signals are tested and the

combined gait signal, which is constructed as follows, has

shown best performance:

Ci = arcsin(
Zi√

X2
i + Y 2

i + Z2
i

), i = 1, ..., k

where k is the number of recorded samples. The combined

gait signal represents the alignment of the resultant gait sig-

nal (i.e.
√

X2
i + Y 2

i + Z2
i ) to sideway axis. An example

of acceleration signals in three directions and the combined

gait signal is shown in Figure 3.

3. Gait recognition methods

3.1. Cycle length method

The method is based on comparison of the gait cycle

groups. In order to do this, the cycles are first detected and

then the observation points inside the cycles are separated to

the cycle groups. The cycle groups represent the gait cycles

as populations of each general observation point sets. The

idea of the comparison is to calculate the similarity scores

between corresponding groups and create the similarity vec-



Figure 4. Cycles.

tor. The final comparison score is then determined based on

the similarity vector.

Finding the cycles: The cycles are easiest to detect from

the vertical acceleration signal. The data is first scaled by

subtracting from each observation the mean value of the

whole data and the zero values are observed, Figure 4.

The observations rarely hit to a zero, so the point where

acceleration is zero is decided to be a negative value which

is followed by a positive value. The first zero point is de-

tected visually from the data. Other zero points are then

detected automatically with help of the information of the

cycle length. The cycle length can be estimated by using

the autocorrelation function. After that the combined gait

signal is divided to the cycles based on observations made

from the vertical acceleration data.

Cycle groups: The number of groups depends on the cy-

cle length. The longer the cycle is, the more observation

points there are in one cycle. In this experiment the cy-

cle length varies from 16 to 22 observations per cycle. In

order to compare all individuals, only the first 16 observa-

tions from each cycle are used for comparison. This means

that 16 groups are constructed. The first observation points

(points where acceleration is zero) from each cycle are col-

lected to the first group, the second observations from each

cycle created the second group, etc. An example of the

groups is presented in Figure 5.

Comparison of groups: The ideal situation is when the

person walks similarly all the time, i.e., with constant speed

Figure 5. Cycle groups.

and walking pattern. This would lead to equal gait cycles

and, therefore, normally distributed gait groups because the

values of the observation points at the same phase of the

curve would be very close to each others. The variance of

the cycle group would be very small and the mean value

of the group could be used for comparison of the two dif-

ferent gait signals. Even though our experiment data is far

away from the ideal situation, the mean of the groups are

still tested for comparison. The similarity of the equal mean

is calculated by the t-test of the statistical program R [24].

The variances of the population are considered to be un-

equal and that is taken account in the settings used in the

t-test. After comparison between two datasets, the compar-

ison vector contains 16 probability scores. The final score

of the comparison is the total number of the probabilities,

which score 27% or higher.

3.2. Histogram similarity

A n-bin histogram of the combined gait signal is com-

puted. Then, histograms are normalised by the number of

recorded samples. As the distance metric between two his-

tograms we use the absolute distance,

dist(x, y) =
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|

Here xi is the probability of a data point falling into bin i
of the enrollment’s normalised histogram and yi is the prob-



Figure 6. The process of applying histogram
simiraity method.

ability of a data point falling into bin i of the verification’s

normalised histogram.

The process of comparing two gait signals using his-

togram similarity is visualised in Figure 6.

4. Experiment and results

4.1. Experiment

Both analysis methods described were applied to the

same sets of gait data. These data sets were collected us-

ing a population of 21 participants; 12 male and 9 female

aging between 20 and 40 years old. The Gait Collection

device was attached to the participants’ right leg as shown

in Figure 7. They ensured the device was firmly attached

before their walking trial, so it did not shift much.

The participants walked in their normal walking speed

a total distance of about 70 meters. The obtained gait data

from these walking trials were divided into two parts to cre-

ate two data sets for each person. The first set acted as an

enrollment sample during the data analysis, while the sec-

ond one acted as the person’s verification sample. When the

data analysis methods were tested, each of the enrollment

samples was compared to each of the verification samples.

This way, it was possible to simulate one genuine verifica-

Figure 7. Attachment of the Gait Collection
device.

tion trial and 20 impostor trials for each participant, which

in total generated 21 genuine and 420 impostor trials.

4.2. Results and discussion

Two different methods were tested for the comparison of

the combined gait signals. The Equal Error Rates (EER) for

the cycle length and the histogram methods are 9% and 5%,

respectively. The DET-curves are shown in Figure 8.

Our results support the study made by Mäntyjärvi et al.

[18]. Both studies were based on acceleration data of hu-

man gait even though there were differences between the

studies. In the study of Mäntyjärvi et al. [18] the accel-

erations were measured from the waist of the test persons,

while we collected acceleration data from the ankle of the

participant. The placement of the device makes the detected

acceleration curves different. Mäntyjärvi et al. [18] took

account two acceleration signals while we used all three.

The sample set varied also between studies. The correla-

tion, FFT, and two variations of data distribution statistic

methods of Mäntyjärvi et al. [18] achieved the EER of 7%,

10%, 18% and 19%, respectively.

Their correlation method and our cycle length method

are both based on the gait cycles and, despite the differences

in total analysis method and dataset, the EER figures are

close to each other (7% vs. 9%). The bigger difference can

be noted between their and our histogram methods (5% vs.

18%). The difference might be explained that we used the

smaller data set and the fact that the data was collected at

the same day.

When comparing MEMS based gait recognition meth-

ods with machine vision techniques, it can be noted that the

EER figures are at the same level and comparable with each



Figure 8. DET curve.

others. In studies [6, 5, 29], which all are based on video

signals the EER are between 8-24%.

5. Conclusion

Our results confirm the possibility of recognising indi-

viduals based on their walking acceleration data. Although

experimental results with a small number of subjects are

promising, however, further studies are required. This is

necessary to develop methods, which are more robust to

changes such as footwear and surface. Current research on

gait recognition indicates that it cannot be proposed for high

security applications. However, when combined with other

authentication mechanisms (e.g. PIN) gait biometric might

enhance security and even improve the usability of the sys-

tem. For example, in some situations it might be preferable

to walk few steps instead of recalling rarely used passwords

to activate a mobile device.

Even though MEMS based gait recognition lacks some

difficulties of video based gait recognition, e.g. lighting

conditions or background subtraction, it shares common

challenges of gait recognition such as type of footwear, sur-

face and injuries. The application area of MEMS based

gait recognition differs from video based gait recognition.

Applications of video based gait recognition systems are

usually surveillance and forensic ones. Application area of

MEMS based gait recognition, for instance, can be protec-

tion of mobile and portable electronic devices and access

control.

We plan to perform experiments on a larger population

of people and check the effect of the time factor for the per-

formance of gait recognition. The current prototype of the

device we used to collect acceleration data is not so con-

venient and it is an ongoing work on developing a more

compact, portable, and user friendly version of it.
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Abstract— This paper presents a biometric user authenti-
cation based on a person’s gait. Unlike most previous gait
recognition approaches, which are based on machine vision
techniques, in our approach gait patterns are extracted from
a physical device attached to the lower leg. From the output
of the device accelerations in three directions: vertical,
forward-backward, and sideways motion of the lower leg are
obtained. A combination of these accelerations is used for
authentication. Applying two different methods, histogram
similarity and cycle length, equal error rates (EER) of 5%
and 9% were achieved, respectively.

Index Terms— security, biometric, gait recognition, sensor-
based gait, unobtrusive authentication, leg acceleration

I. INTRODUCTION

With advances in miniaturization techniques, perfor-

mance of the mobile and portable devices is rapidly

increasing. This enables to use such devices not only

as communication tools but also in an applications like

m-banking [1] or m-government [2]. This means that

they can store and process valuable information such as

financial or private data. This also increases the risk of

being target of attacks. According to UK statistics in every

three minutes a mobile phone is stolen [3]. The current

protection mechanisms of these devices are usually based

on PIN codes or passwords. Nowadays a ”heavy” user has

on average 21 passwords to remember [4]. Unfortunately,

81% of the users select common words as a passwords and

30% of users write their passwords down, which equally

compromises security [4]. Recently, biometric modalities

such as fingerprints [5], [6] have been proposed for

mobile devices. However, both fingerprints and password

entry are obtrusive and require explicit action from the

user, which is not convenient in a frequent use. In order

to improve security in mobile and portable devices, an

unobtrusive mechanisms of authentication is desirable.

This paper presents a biometric authentication of in-

dividuals based on their gait. Gait is a person’s manner

of walking. Unlike most of the previous gait recognition

This paper based on ”Gait Recognition Using Acceleration from
MEMS” by D. Gafurov, K. Helkala and T. Søndrol which appeared in the
Proceedings of the 1st IEEE International Conference on Availability,
Reliability and Security 2006, Vienna, Austria, April 2006. c© 2006
IEEE

approaches, in our approach gait patterns are extracted

from a physical device attached to the lower leg. From

the output of the device accelerations in three directions:

vertical, forward-backward and sideways motion of the

lower leg are obtained. A combination of these accelera-

tions is used for authentication.

Most of previous works in gait recognition are based

on machine vision techniques, i.e. they process video or

sequence of images to extract gait patterns. We will refer

to this type of gait recognition as vision-based. Recently,

a new direction in biometric gait recognition has emerged

[7], [8], [9]. This direction significantly differs from

vision-based methods in terms of technology. Instead of

the camera, a physical device attached to the body is

used for collecting gait patterns. We call this direction a

sensor-based gait recognition. The work presented in this

paper belongs to the sensor-based gait recognition group.

Usually accelerometers are used as a sensor [7], [8], [9].

An inherent advantage of vision-based gait system is to

capture gait of the person from the distance when other

types of biometrics (e.g. fingerprints) are not available.

A primary advantage of the sensor-based gait biometric

over other type of biometric is that it enables unobtrusive

user authentication.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follow sec-

tion 2 briefly introduces biometric system and basic terms

used in the paper, and section 3 presents previous work

both on vision-based and sensor-based gait recognition.

Section 4 contains a description of the the device and

acceleration signals, while section 5 describes two applied

methods. Section 6 presents experiments and results, and

section 7 contains discussion and outlines some possible

application areas for the sensor-based gait authentication.

Finally, section 8 concludes the paper with the direction

for future works.

II. BIOMETRIC SYSTEM

Biometric systems operate by acquiring biometric data

from an individual, extracting feature set from the ac-

quired data, and comparing this feature set against the

enrolment set in a database [10]. An enrolment sample of

the user is assumed to have been previously obtained and



stored in the database. A verification sample of the user

is the one which needs to be compared with enrolment

sample(s) stored in the database in order to verify (or

identify) the identity of the user. There are essentially

two types of submitting biometric data, a genuine attempt

and impostor attempt. The genuine attempt is a self-

verification attempt when a user’s submitted sample is

compared to his own enrolment sample in the database.

The impostor attempt is a nonself-verification attempt

when user’s verification sample is compared against an-

other user’s enrolment sample. A similarity or matching

score is an output value from a recognition algorithm that

represents how similar two biometric samples are. Based

on the similarity score, the biometric systems decides

whether to accept or reject a user.

Biometric systems operate in two modes: identification

or authentication (also called verification). In the authen-

tication mode, the system validates a person’s identity

by comparing the captured biometric data with his own

biometric enrolled in the database. In this mode, the sys-

tem conducts an one to one comparison. In identification

mode, the system recognizes an individual by searching

the enrolment samples of all users in the database for a

match. In this mode, the system conducts one to many

comparisons. In other words, the aim of authentication is

to answer for the question ”Am I who I claim I am?”,

while identification looks for the answer to the question

”Who am I?”. The focus of this paper is primarily on

authentication.

III. RELATED WORK

A. Vision-based gait recognition

First studies on the recognition of human gait were

reported from medicine and psychology [11], [12]. Jo-

hansson [11] demonstrated the ability of humans to recog-

nize human locomotion from other types of motions. In

addition, it was shown that people can also recognize

friends from moving light displays (MLD) [12]. Barclay

et al. [13] showed that humans can also recognize the

gender of the walker from MLD. Earlier studies on vision-

based gait recognition showed promising results, usually

with small sample sizes [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19].

For instance, with a database of 16 gait samples from 4

subjects and 42 gait samples from 6 subjects, Hayfron-

Acquah et al. [14] achieved correct classification rates of

100% and 97%, respectively. Furthermore, recent studies

with a larger sample size (more than 100 subjects in the

database) confirm gait as having discriminating power

from which individuals can be identified [20], [21], [22],

[23]. For example, Lam and Lee [20] achieved recognition

rate over 80% with the database of 115 subjects and

2,128 walking sequences. Traditionally, gait recognition

methods are grouped into two classes: model-based and

model-free. Model-based approaches focus on recovering

a structural model of the motion [18], [15], [24]. For

example, in [18] static parameters of the body, such

as the height, the distance between head and pelvis,

the maximum distance between pelvis and feet, and the

distance between feet are used for recognition. Model-

free techniques aim to extract statistical features from a

subject’s silhouette [25], [26], [27]. For instance, Kale

et al. [25] use the widths of the silhouette as a basic

image feature, and then extract other gait features from

it. Unlike model-free techniques, model-based approaches

are, in general, view and scale invariant [28]. In a multi-

biometric system, gait can improve performance of the

system when combined with other type of biometrics,

for example with face recognition [29], [30], [31] or

foot ground reaction force [32]. For instance, in [29]

recognition rates with gait and face profile separately were

85.7% and 64.3%, respectively. However, when they were

integrated, performance increased up to 100%.

B. Sensor-based gait recognition

First works on sensor-based gait authentication were

reported by Ailisto et al. [7] and Mäntyjärvi et al. [8].

They utilized acceleration of the waist for authentication.

In our recent work [9], we investigated acceleration

characteristics in hip movement for authentication. Sensor

placements in [7] and [9] are shown in Figure 1 and

Figure 2, respectively. Accelerometer sensors used in [7],

[8] measure acceleration at the rate of 256 samples per

second, while the sensor used in [9] records acceleration

at the rate of about 100 samples/sec. Both in [7], [8] and

[9] accelerometers record accelerations in three orthogo-

nal directions. However, in [7], [8] accelerations only in

two directions, forward-backward and vertical were used,

while in [9] resultant acceleration of all three orthogo-

nal directions were analyzed. As a way for unobtrusive

multimodal biometric authentication, a combination of a

sensor-based gait and voice biometric is proposed. Such

fusion enabled to increase the performance of the recog-

nition system in a noisy environment [33]. In addition,

accelerometer sensor was tested in three different places,

hip pocket, chest pocket and in the hand while walking

[33], as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Placement of the accelerometer sensor in the waist (used with
permission from [7]).



Figure 2. Pen-resembling accelerometer sensor attached to the hip [9].

Figure 3. Accelerometer module in hip pocket, chest pocket and hand
(used with permission from [33]).

IV. GAIT RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY

A. The Motion Recording (MR) device

The Motion Recording (MR) device used to collect gait

data for the data analysis consists of an AVR Butterfly

evaluation board from Atmel Corporation [34] which has

been equipped with two ADXL 202 dual axis accelerom-

eters from Analog Devices [35]. The accelerometers

have been positioned perpendicular to each other, making

it possible to detect accelerations in three directions:

vertical, backward-forward and sideways, as shown in

Figure 4. An architecture of the MR device consists of

a ATmega169 micro controller, an RS-232 interface for

data transfer, a 4.5 Volt battery supply and a 4Mbit data

flash for storage purposes as shown in Figure 5. The

MR device is able to collect acceleration data between

±2g (g ≈ 9.8m/sec2) and has a sampling rate of 16

samples per second. The output from the accelerometers

is a digital signal, whose duty cycles are proportional with

the acceleration.

The Motion Recording device was encapsulated in

a plastic box measuring 5.4 cm × 8.2 cm × 3 cm

for protection, and straps were used to ensure a firm

attachment to the leg.

Figure 4. The MR device measures acceleration in three orthogonal
directions: vertical, forward-backward and sideways.

Figure 5. Architecture of Motion Recording device.

B. A combined acceleration signal

From the output of the Motion Recording device,

acceleration signals in three orthogonal directions: X ,

Y , and Z are obtained. Instead of considering these raw

acceleration signals separately, which might be sensitive

to the device’s attachment, we use a combined signal.

Several combinations of these signals were tested and the

combined gait signal, which is constructed as follows, has

shown best performance:

Ri = arcsin(
Zi√

X2
i + Y 2

i + Z2
i

), i = 1, ..., k

where Xi, Yi, Zi and Ri are vertical, forward-backward,

sideway and combined acceleration at the observation

number i; k is the number of recorded observations in the



Figure 6. Fragments of gait acceleration signals: a) vertical X, b)
backward-forward Y, c) sideways Z, and d) combined C.

signal. The combined gait signal represents the alignment

of the resultant gait signal (i.e.
√

X2
i + Y 2

i + Z2
i ) to the

sideway axis (i.e. Z). An example of acceleration signals

in three directions and the combined gait signal is shown

in Figure 6.

V. GAIT RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS

A. Histogram similarity

A n-bin histogram of the combined gait signal is com-

puted. Then, histograms are normalized by the number

of recorded observations. As the distance metric between

two histograms we use the absolute distance,

dist(x, y) =
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|.

Here xi is the probability of a data point falling into

bin i of the enrollment’s normalized histogram x, and yi

is the probability of a data point falling into bin i of the

verification’s normalized histogram y. This distance value

represents similarity score between two gait samples.

Ideally, for genuine attempts the similarity scores should

be smaller than for impostor attempts.

The steps involved in comparing two gait samples using

the histogram similarity method are visualized in Figure

7.

Figure 7. The process of applying the histogram similarity method.

B. Cycle length

The method is based on the comparison of gait cycle

groups. The cycles are detected from the gait signal with

help of the cycle length. The cycle groups are then created

based on the observations point inside cycles. The cycle

groups represent gait cycles as populations of general

observation points. The idea of the comparison is to

calculate similarity scores between corresponding groups

and to create the similarity vector. The final comparison

score is then determined based on the similarity vector.

Finding the cycles: The gait cycles are easiest to detect

from the vertical acceleration signal. The data is first

scaled by the formula

xif
= xio

− x̄,

where xif
is a scaled value, xio

is an observed value and

x̄ is the mean value of the data set. After scaling the

starting points of each cycle are observed, as shown in

Figure 8.

In theory the cycle starts at the point where the ac-

celeration is zero. In practice the zero points are rarely

found. Therefore the starting point is decided to be a

negative value which is followed by a positive value.

After the first starting point is detected the autocorrelation

function is used to estimate the cycle length. By using

the cycle length and observations made from the vertical

acceleration data, the combined gait signal is divided to

the cycles.

Cycle groups: The number of groups depends on the

cycle length. The longer the cycle is, the more observation



Figure 8. Gait cycles.

points there are in one cycle. In this experiment the

cycle length varies from 16 to 22 observations per cycle.

In order to compare all individuals only the first 16

observations from each cycle were used for comparison.

This means that 16 groups were constructed for each

individual. The first observation points (points where

acceleration is zero) from each cycle were collected to

the first group G1, the second observations from each

cycle created the second group G2, and so on until G16.

An example of the groups is presented in Figure 9.

Comparison of groups: The ideal situation is that the

person walks in a similar style all the time. His speed

would be constant and his walking pattern would be the

same. This would lead to equal gait cycles and therefore

normally distributed gait groups because the values of the

observation points at the same phase of the curve would

be very close to each other. The variance of the cycle

group would be very small and the mean value of the

group could be used for comparison of the two different

gait signals. Even though our experimental data represents

a far from ideal data set, the mean of the groups were still

tested for comparison.

The similarity of the equal means for each group Gi of

persons A and B were calculated by two sample t-tests:

Ti =
ḠAi − ḠBi√

s2
Ai

NAi
+ s2

Bi

NBi

.

The variances sAi and sBi of the groups were consid-

ered to be unequal. The sample size N is the same in all

groups. After comparison between two persons datasets,

the statistic value vector T contains 16 probability scores.

In order to compare the statistical vectors, the final score

value S was calculated. The final score comparisons were

Figure 9. Cycle groups.

made based on the probability 0.27,

S =
16∑

i=1

si,

where {
si = 1, if Ti ≥ 0.27,
si = 0, otherwise.

The final similarity score S is then a value between 0

and 16.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. Experiment

Both analysis methods described were applied to the

same sets of gait data. These data sets were collected

using a population of 21 participants; 12 male and 9

female aged between 20 and 40 years. The MR device

was attached to the participants’ right leg as shown in

Figure 10. Before the walking trials, the subjects ensured

that the device was firmly attached, so it did not shift

too much. They walked on a level and tiled surface in

an indoor environment. After each walking trail collected

acceleration data were transferred to the computer for

analysis.

The participants walked at their normal walking speed

a total distance of about 70 meters, during which they

walked half of the distance in a straight line before turning

around and walking back. The obtained gait data from

these walking trials were manually divided into two parts

by locating the section where the participants stopped and

turned, to create two data sets for each person. In addition,

the parts of the data sets which did not contain actual

walking were removed. The first set acted as an enrolment



Figure 10. Motion Recording device attached to the lower leg.

sample, while the second one was used as a verification

sample. When the data analysis methods were tested, each

of the enrolment samples was compared to each of the

verification samples. This way, it was possible to simulate

one genuine trial and 20 impostor trials for each subject,

which in total generated 21 genuine and 420 impostor

attempts.

B. Results

The performances of the methods in terms of Decision

Error Trade-off curve (DET) are shown in Figure 11.

The DET curve represents a plot of False Accept Rate

(FAR) versus False Reject Rate (FRR), and characterizes

performance of the biometric authentication system under

different operating points (thresholds). For a given thresh-

old, if the similarity score is less or equal to the threshold

then the user is accepted, otherwise rejected. Error rates

FAR and FRR are calculated as

FAR =
N accepted impostors

total N impostors
,

and

FRR =
N rejected genuines

total N genuines
,

respectively. In general, FAR relates to the security of the

system, while FRR to the usability. An interesting point

in the DET curve is the EER (equal error rate) where

FAR=FRR. EER of the histogram similarity and cycle

length are about 5% and 9%, respectively. For instance,

an EER of 5% means that out of 21 genuine trials one

is wrongfully rejected, and out of 420 impostor trials 21

are wrongfully accepted.

VII. DISCUSSION AND APPLICATION

A. Discussion

The mode of operation of the vision-based and

sensor-based gait recognition systems is usually dif-

ferent. Sensor-based systems operate in authentication

Figure 11. Performance of the methods in terms of the DET curves.

mode, while vision-based systems operate on identifica-

tion mode. Therefore vision-based studies usually report

performance of the recognition system in terms of classi-

fication rates [14], [15], [16], [18] or Cumulative Match

Characteristic (CMC) curves [20], [36], [37]. Some of

them alternatively report their results in terms of DET

curves [36], [37], [38]. BenAbdelkader et al. [36] with a

database of 17 subjects and using only stride and cadence

as a biometric obtained EER of 11%. Wang et al. [37]

using statistical shape analysis of the subjects’ silhouettes

achieved EER of 8%, 12% and 14% for three viewing

angles (00, 900 and 450, respectively). Their database

contained gait samples from 20 subjects. From the sensor-

based gait recognition, Ailisto et al. [7] and Mäntyjärvi

et al. [8] obtain EER of 7%, 10%, 18% and 19% for four

different methods, namely signal correlation, frequency

domain and two variations of data distribution statistics,

respectively. Using time-normalized and averaged gait

cycle method Gafurov et al. [9] obtained an EER of

16%. Performance of the multi-biometric authentication

system proposed by Vildjiounaite et al. [33], where ac-

celerometric gait and voice biometric was integrated, was

between 2% and 12% EER depending on the level of

background noise. Different characteristics of the current

sensor-based gait recognition works are summarized in

Table I. In the table, column two is the sensor’s placement

on the body, column three shows a sampling rate of the

used accelerometer sensor, column four is the number

of test subjects in the experiment, and the last column

shows performance of the methods in terms of EER.

Even though sampling rate of our accelerometer sensor

is the lowest one, performances of our approaches are

comparable with other works, and even better than some



TABLE I.
SUMMARY ON SENSOR-BASED GAIT RECOGNITION WORKS

Placement Rate,
sam/sec.

N sub-
jects

Performance,
EER %

Ailisto et
al. [7]

waist 256 36 6.4

Mäntyjärvi
et al. [8]

waist 256 36 7, 10, 18, 19

Gafurov et
al. [9]

hip 100 22 16

Vildjiounaite
et al. [33]
(gait+voice)

hip and chest
pockets, hand

256 31 2-12

This paper lower leg 16 21 5, 9

of them. In general, performances of the sensor-based

and vision-based gait recognition systems are comparable

on a small sample size. However, it should be noted

that these comparisons are incommensurable as all the

reported results are based on different data sets. The best

way to compare different algorithms is to test them on

the same sets of gait data.

Unlike, for example voice [39], [40] or handwritten

signature [41], [42] biometrics, for which impersonation

attacks have been studied, the security of gait biometrics

has not received much attention. Only recently it has been

hypothesized that minimal-effort impersonation attacks

(mimicking someone’s else walking style) on gait might

not be successful. The hypotheses was based on the

analysis of the passive and active impostor distributions

[9]. Although this finding presents another advantage

of the gait biometric, further analysis are required in

this direction. For example, it is important to verify if

impersonation attack can be improved by training of the

hostile users; Are there such users whose walking style

is relatively easy to mimic? Are there such attackers who

can easily mimic other people? In Doddington et al. [43]

terms, whether there are any ”lambs” or ”wolves” users

in gait mimicking.

Though our aim was to investigate whether acceleration

of the lower leg movement can be used for authenticating

people, placement of the MR device has limitations from

an application point of view. More appropriate placement

of the device would be body segments used in [7],

[9]. In the current version of the MR device the data

transfer to the PC is done manually. Future versions of it

should include a module for wireless communication, e.g.

Bluetooth module. This may enable to conduct an on-line

authentication of the users. In our approach, verification

and enrolment samples were obtained in one session. In

a realistic setting, they are obtained in separate sessions

with at least few days time interval between sessions.

In general, sensor-based gait recognition approach lacks

difficulties of the vision-based system such as background

subtraction, lighting conditions, viewing angles etc. Nev-

ertheless, it shares common factors that can alter gait of

the person like carrying load, surface, injury and so on.

It should be noted that wearing Motion Recording device

does not affect gait of the person significantly. Graves

et al. [44] reported that lower extremity kinematics was

insignificantly affected by the addition of loads 0.5 kg and

1 kg added to each foot. The Motion Recording device

weighed about 350 gram.

B. Application
Generally, applications of the vision-based gait recog-

nition focus on surveillance and forensics, whereas appli-

cation of the sensor-based gait recognition system can be

authentication and access control. For example, sensor-

based gait biometrics have been proposed to improve

security mechanisms in mobile devices [7], [8]. Another

application area for sensor-based gait authentication sys-

tem can be in the area of wearable computing. Wearable

computers are computational devices that can be worn

effortlessly, run continuously and be operated hands-free

[45]. An iris-based user authentication is proposed for

wearable computers [46]. Although performance of the

iris-based user recognition is high, however, the iris-based

systems require user cooperation. The issues of unobtru-

siveness and user’s attention are important in wearable

computing environment [47]. Therefore gait can be a

good candidate for authentication to wearable devices,

provided that error rates can achieve satisfactory levels.

Nevertheless, performance of the sensor-based gait system

can be improved when it is combined with other types of

authenticators (e.g. voice [33]), or using more than one

sensor on different body parts.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A sensor-based gait recognition is a recent topic in the

area of biometric gait recognition. In a sensor-based gait

recognition approach, gait patterns are extracted using

a sensor attached to the body. Despite technological

differences between vision-based and sensor-based gait

recognition system, their performances on small sample

sizes are comparable. A primary advantage of sensor-

based (or accelerometric) gait recognition over other type

of biometric modalities is the ability to enable unobtrusive

user authentication. In this paper we presented evidence

towards sensor-based gait authentication by using accel-

eration of the lower leg. Although results with the small

sample size are promising, however further work with

larger sample size is necessary. It is also important to

develop better algorithms to lower error rates. At the same

time such algorithms should be robust against factors that

can alter gait of the human, such as footwear, surface,

carrying load, etc. Unlike vision-based systems, to our

knowledge there is no established database for sensor-

based gait recognition, which contains gait samples from

at least 100 persons. Such database will allow to com-

pare performances of different algorithms under common

bases. All these topics will constitute the basis for our

future work.
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Abstract

In many cases face recognition of still images is per-
formed with greyscale images. These images are actually
converted from a color image to greyscale before the anal-
ysis takes place. A consequence of such a conversion is ob-
viously loss of information, which could influence the per-
formance of the face recognition system. It would be in-
teresting to see if using one of the three color layers of the
RGB image could give better recognition performance com-
pared to the greyscale converted image. We conducted two
experiments and the results indeed support this idea. We
found that the red layer of the RGB image gives the best
recognition performance, especially in the cases where an
extra light source is used to light up (part of) the face of the
participants in the experiments. In the case that the partici-
pants were facing the camera we saw the Equal Error Rate
drop from 3.3% for the greyscale images to 1.8% for the red
layer of the RGB images in our initial experiment.

1. Introduction

Face recognition seems to be done effortless by human
beings when recognizing friends, family, and other people.
We have no problems recognizing people under many dif-
ferent circumstances like different illumination conditions,
different facial expressions, partially blocked faces etcetera.
For a computer such a task is much more difficult.

Face recognition has been studied for over 35 years and
it has many applications. These applications can be sep-
arated roughly into two different classes: still-images and
videos. An example of the use of still images is the verifi-
cation of a driver’s license and an example of video is room
surveillance with comparison of detected individuals with a
watch list. According to [25] face recognition is used in the
following areas: entertainment, smart cards, authentication,
information security, law enforcement and surveillance. It
is a non-intrusive authentication method, can be used with-
out co-operation of a person and it is highly accepted among

users [8]. Even though face recognition is widely studied
and used, there still remain several challenges. It is com-
mon sense that illumination, poses and expressions cause
the most severe problems to receive accurate face recogni-
tion [25]. Our study is addressed toward one of these: illu-
mination. In both our initial and our large scale experiment
we used an extra light source to see the differences in results
due to extra illumination. In our initial experiment we used
3 different poses (both frontal and facing left and right), but
the resulting 3 sets of images will be treated separately. In
the large scale experiment we only used the frontal pose but
now with more volunteers and more images per volunteer.

A technique that is often applied in machine face recog-
nition is so-called eigenfaces [19]. In such a case the images
are regarded as vectors in a high dimensional space and the
basis of this space is transformed in such a way that the new
basis vectors are “face-like” images or so-called eigenfaces.
The transformation is based upon a set of input images and
is called Principle Component Analysis (PCA). This is ex-
plained in more detail in Section 4.2.

Most of the papers on face recognition with eigenfaces
use greyscale pictures. In such cases the cameras capture
color images that are transformed into grey images. We
will show however that it might be better to not transform
the images to greyscale but use the separate color layers of
the original image. This conclusion is based on two exper-
iments that leaves much room for future research and, as
a consequence, the conclusions from this paper should be
tested in different settings.

2 State of the Art

It is next to impossible to recognize an individual based
on a picture from his face profile, when a frontal picture
was generated as a reference [25]. Any pose variation be-
tween a frontal and the full profile pose will cause an in-
creasing challenge to the face recognition algorithm. Gabor
wavelet transform together with PCA are in use [4] and it
was shown that continuous pose changing forms a smooth
curve in the pose eigenspace. The first principal compo-



nent divides all poses into two symmetric parts: from profile
to frontal and from frontal to profile. The second one dif-
ferentiates between poses profile and frontal views and the
third one contains also information about illumination. Li
and Su combined PCA with support vector machine to es-
timate pose angles [7]. The recognition accuracy achieved
with combined PCA and Support Vector Machine method,
CPCA-SVM, and 1000 samples was 97%. This accuracy
dropped down to 96% when only 50 samples were used.

By illumination we mean the lighting conditions on the
face. If a bright light is directed straight to the face, the face
can almost be non-shaded. If a single point light source
is used and the light ray is coming from a 90 degree an-
gle, the shadows are long and dark and one half of the
face is almost fully in the shadow. Several approaches
have been suggested to handle this. Shan et. al. [18]
have investigated several illumination normalization meth-
ods. The goal of these methods is to make the whole face
visible, so that the shadowed part of the face is also rec-
ognizable. They have used 64 frontal images, captured un-
der different illumination conditions for ten persons from
Yale database B [22]. The images were further divided
into 5 disjoint subsets based on the illumination conditions.
The evaluated methods were Histogram Equalization (HE)
globally over the images, Region-based Histogram Equal-
ization (RHE), Gamma Intensity Correction (GIC) glob-
ally, Region-based GIC (RGIC), Quotient Illumination Re-
lighting (QIR) and then combinations of the previous ones:
GIC+RHE, RGIC+RHE, RHE+RGIC and HE+RGIC. The
best recognition accuracies, achieved when light source was
up to 25◦ from camera axis, were 94.4% to 100%, but when
the angle increases the accuracy radically dropped. Xie et.
al. [21] on the other hand take also the shadows into ac-
count. They estimate illumination parameters, which are
then used to relight an image.

Quite often greyscale images are used in face recognition
[4, 6, 7, 18, 21, 25]. Images can be color images, but while
processing the images for the actual recognition, color im-
ages are transformed to greyscale images. In image pro-
cessing, colors are commonly used for face detection. Ex-
amples of this are Byrd et. al. [3], who used color-ratios for
2-D face detection . Yu et. al. in [24] presented a full dy-
namic face recognition model that uses color information to
locate the position of the human face and its facial features.
However, it was noted that brains use color information for
face recognition. Yip and Sinha [23] state “Color cues do
play an important role in face recognition. Their contribu-
tion becomes evident when shape cues are degraded. [With
blurry or faraway images], recognition performance with
color images is significantly better than with greyscale im-
ages”. If the color is noted to contain important information
for the human brain then it can help in computer vision-
based face recognition. Rajapakse et.al. [17] used color

images for actual recognition not just detecting the face fea-
tures. They used Non Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
to recognize color face images from the AR database [10].
The frontal color images in this database have large varia-
tions in facial expressions and illumination. They showed
improved accuracy of color image recognition over grey
level image recognition. Recognition accuracies for images
with extra illumination, when neutral images were used as
training set, were 86.5% for color and 85.0% for greyscale
images. The accuracies were 94.5% and 93.5% for color
and greyscale images, respectively, when an illumination
set was used as a training set.

There are many different face recognition algorithms
available and many of them have been evaluated by FERET
(Face Recognition Technology [9, 13, 14]), FRVT (Facial
Recognition Vendor Test) in 2000 [2], 2002 [12] and 2006
[15], and FRGC (Face Recognition Grand Challange [11])
evaluations. According to [25], the three top methods are:
The Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) system, the
subspace LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) system, and
the probabilistic eigenface system. PCA can be used alone
or together with other method like done in [4, 7].

3 Experiment Setup

3.1 Initial Experiment

As part of the authentication course taught at Gjøvik
University College, the students had to perform a group
project on evaluating a biometric authentication method.
To guide the students we performed a small example ex-
periment, investigating the performance of face recognition
based on separate color layers of an RGB image. For our
experiment we used 30 volunteers, 20 male and 10 female,
all students and employees of Gjøvik University College.
All of the volunteers are Caucasian, except one who has a
more Arabic/Asian appearance. Each volunteer was pho-
tographed 24 times, 8 times facing the camera, 8 times fac-
ing left and 8 times facing right. In every set of 8 pictures,
the first 5 were without any extra light, while the last three
had an extra light source, coming from the left, the front,
respectively the right side of the camera. All other condi-
tions were kept as constant as possible. The volunteers were
asked to look as neutral as possible, have their mouth closed
and take of their glasses if appropriate. All the pictures were
taken in the same location, an inside room, against a light
background. In Figure 1 we can see 12 (out of the 24) im-
ages of one volunteer. In this figure, the first column has no
extra light source. Columns 2 to 4 show extra light from the
left, the front, and the right side.

The normal light came from fluorescent strip lights at the
ceiling of the room and the volunteers were placed exactly
in the middle of two such light sources to provide an equally



Figure 1. Set of images of a volunteer

spread of the light. Measurements of this light revealed that
it had a temperature of 2890K. The spectral graph of this
light source showed three peaks, for the red, green and blue
light, where the red peak was the highest. Furthermore, the
height of the green peak was almost 60% of the height of the
red peak and the height of the blue peak was approximately
25% of the red one. The natural sun light came from the
window, approximately 5.20 meters to the right of the vol-
unteers. The windows were almost completely blocked to
minimize influences of different outside lighting conditions
on the images. The extra light source we used was a 300W
film lamp that had a temperature of 3174K and there were
no special peaks in the spectral graph of this light source.

All volunteers were standing in the exact same position
while being photographed and were given oral guidance on
what to do. The distance to the camera was 2.3 meters,
which was also the distance to the extra light source when
it was used. The extra light source was placed at approxi-
mately 1.75 meters high, so around the same height as the
face of the volunteers.

3.2 Large Scale Experiment

We also performed a larger experiment, only focusing on
the volunteers when they faced the camera. In this experi-
ment each volunteer was photographed 28 times: 7 times
without extra light, 7 times with extra light from the left, 7
times with extra light from the front and finally 7 times with
extra light from the right. We used 102 volunteers for this
experiment, being 32 female and 70 male, all students or
staff from Gjøvik University College, and a mixture of Cau-
casian and non-Caucasian. In this experiment the volunteers
were again asked to remove their glasses, but now they were
asked to talk to us during the session so that there was a
larger variety in the facial expressions. The light sources
were the same as in the initial experiment.

4 Data Analysis for the Initial Experiment

4.1 Preprocessing Facial Images

All pictures were taken with a Nikon D200 camera, stor-
ing the images in the Nikon’s proprietary NEF (Nikon Elec-
tronic Format) format. These images were cropped man-
ually to only contain the face of the volunteer, and fi-
nally the resulting images were resampled to contain ex-
actly 100x100 pixels each. Before analysis the images were
transformed to Portable PixMap (PPM) format, as this for-
mat is required by the R statistical analysis tool [16] for
further analysis.

Reading a PPM image in R results in a structure that can
be used to extract the different color layers. Each of the
three layers is (in our case) a 100x100 dimensional array,
which in fact will be treated as vector of length 10.000. So
in fact, each image is regarded as a set of 3 vectors, each
of length n = 10.000. For the analysis we use only a sin-
gle vector of length n, being either one of the three original
vectors (in the case where we considered the separate color
layers of the image), or a combination of the 3 original vec-
tors into one new vector.

A color image can be converted to a greyscale image by
taking a linear combination of the three layers where the
total weights of the factors sum up to 1. We have cho-
sen to consider two of these conversions. The first conver-
sion is having all the three weights equal to 1/3, meaning
all colors have the same contribution to the grey image. In
other words, if a pixel in the red layer has a value r, in the
green layer has value g and in the blue layer has value b,
then that particular pixel in the grey image will have value
y = (r + g + b)/3. The second conversion method uses
different weights for the three layers. This conversion is
based on the Y-layer of NTSC YIQ color space [20], which
is a greyscale version of an image. In [20] we find that the
conversion equals y = 0.30 · r + 0.59 · g + 0.11 · b. This
conversion is amongst others used in the image processing
program IrfanView [5]. In our analysis we used both con-
version methods. We will denote the two conversions by
”Grey1” (using the equal weights) and ”Grey2” (using the
YIQ conversion).

From here on when we talk about an image we will indi-
cate either one of the three color layers or one of the two
greyscale versions. In general we will make no distinc-
tion between an image with 100x100 pixels and a vector
of length n = 10.000.

4.2 PCA and eigenfaces

When applying Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
the basis vectors are transformed, based on an input data
set. The transform of the basis is in such a way that the



new basis vectors, called Principle Components, better de-
scribe the structure of the underlying input data set. This
technique was first used by Turk and Pentland in the area of
face recognition [19]. In case of face recognition the Princi-
ple Components are called eigenfaces because they resem-
bled faces.

Let {x1,x2, ...,xm} be the input dataset on which
the PCA will be based, where each of the xi is an n-
dimensional vector. The first step in PCA is to compute
the mean value xav of the input set and subtract this mean
from each of the xi. The new set is {x′

1,x
′
2, ...,x

′
m},

where x′
i = xi − xav. The vectors x′

i are now used as
columns in an n × m matrix X and the covariance matrix
C = 1

n2−1 ·XT ×X is computed from X . Now C is a sym-
metric n × n matrix from which we compute the eigenvec-
tors evi and the corresponding eigenvalues λi. The relation
between the matrix C and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
is such that C × evi = λi · evi. The new basis will be
formed by the eigenvectors evi.

In case of face recognition, the input vectors are derived
from a set of input images of faces. An image with n1 ×n2

pixels can obviously also be regarded as a vector of length
n := n1 ·n2. Taking m input images and regarding them as
vectors gives the input set for PCA. In this case the resulting
eigenvectors are called eigenfaces. The reason for this is
that these eigenvectors, regarded again as an n1 × n2 pixel
image, look like faces.

When we analyze the data, we will consider one pose at
the time. Each of the 30 volunteers had 8 images for each
of the three poses and one of these images will be used to
build the PCA. In our analysis the eigenfaces are based upon
the first image of each person, i.e. without any extra light
source. So our dataset for PCA consisted of 30 images, each
100 × 100 pixels large. This means that our matrix X has
size n×m = 10.000× 30 and the covariance matrix C has
size 10.000 × 10.000, which is too large to use to compute
the eigenvalues. To overcome this problem we computed
the PCA on the matrix XT . The covariance matrix in this
case equals C ′ = 1

m2−1 · X × XT , which is in our case
a 30 × 30 matrix. For the matrix C ′ it is easy to compute
the eigenvectors ev′

i and eigenvalues λ′
i, for i = 1, 2, ..., 30.

The first 30 eigenvectors of the matrix C can now be found
from the eigenvectors of the matrix C ′. Note that by defini-
tion we have

C ′ × ev′
i =

1
m2 − 1

· X × XT × ev′
i = λ′

i · ev′
i

so we find

1
n2 − 1

·XT ×X×(XT ×ev′
i) =

m2 − 1
n2 − 1

·λ′
i ·(XT ×ev′

i).

Because C = 1
n2−1 · XT × X , we see that XT × ev′

i are
scalar multiples of the eigenvectors of the larger system that

we are looking for. So we are able to compute the first m =
30 eigenfaces and work with these. Obviously if we have
an eigenvector ev of C then all scalar multiples of ev are
also eigenvectors. We will rescale the m eigenvectors evi

so that they all have norm 1, i.e. the innerproduct of evi

with itself equals 1.

4.3 Reference Generation

In order to generate a biometric reference for each per-
son we compute PCA-based templates from a single picture
of the person, where the lighting is normal, i.e. no extra
light source. The image is decomposed into the 3 vectors of
length 10.000 related to the three color layers. Either one of
these vectors, or a greyscale combination of them, is used
to build the feature vector (template). The template consists
of 30 values.

Let y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) be the vector representation of
the image needed to build the template. First the average
face xav is subtracted and next the resulting vector y′ is ex-
pressed in the m eigenfaces. This is done by taking the
innerproduct between the eigenvector evi and the vector
y′. The resulting numerical value should be actually be di-
vided by the norm of the eigenvector, but the eigenvectors
already have norm 1, so this is not needed. We now have
transformed the image of user i into an m-valued template
Ti = (ti1, t

i
2, ..., t

i
30).

4.4 Analysis Setup

The analysis is performed as follows. From each volun-
teer we had 8 pictures facing one direction (front, left and
right). We will only consider one of these directions at a
time. Out of the 8 images 5 were with no extra light source.
Image number 6 had extra light from the left, number 7 from
the front and number 8 from the right. When doing the anal-
ysis, we do not only restrict ourselves to pictures facing one
direction, but also to either one color layer or a greyscale
version of the images. This means that we use similar infor-
mation when building the PCA, creating the templates and
transforming the images for analysis.

The eigenvectors were created with image number 1 of
each volunteer and the template was build from image num-
ber 2 of each person. In the analysis we varied on the one
hand the input images and on the other hand the informa-
tion extracted from each of these images. We used 6 sets
of input images, being images 3-5, image 6, image 7, im-
age 8, images 6-8 and images 3-8. The other variation was
in the extracted information which was either the red layer,
the green layer, the blue layer, a greyscale version with each
layer represented for 1/3 (grey1) or a greyscale version ac-
cording to the YIQ conversion (grey2).



All of the images that are used in the analysis are trans-
formed into m-valued inputs in the same way as is described
in Section 4.3 for the templates. In this case the template
and the input feature vector are in a comparable format. For
all of the 3 · 6 different combinations of input images and
extracted information we computed the Euclidean distance
between the input and the templates. The Euclidean dis-
tance metric was used because of its simplicity and the fact
that initial tests showed that this distance metric gave a good
performance. The distance information is used to find the
False Acceptance Rates (FAR) and False Rejection Rates
(FRR) for various thresholds. From this information the
Equal Error Rate (EER) was determined. These EER are
reported in Section 5.

5 Results of the Initial Experiment

We are considering the difference in performance be-
tween each separate layer in an RGB image, compared to
the performance when the image is converted to a greyscale
image.

Whenever we built the eigenfaces or created the tem-
plates, we used images without any extra light. First we
analyzed the images when the volunteers looked forward.
In Table 1 the EER are given for various cases. Recall that
pictures 1-5 were taken without any extra light. This means
that the EERs reported in the first line in the table do not
take any extra light into consideration. Furthermore does
image 6 have extra light from the left, image 7 from the
front and image 8 from the right. Each of these images are
tested against the templates to find the EER. The next line
in the table reflects the performance when only images with
extra light are considered, while the last line takes all im-
ages into consideration.

Table 1. EER in % for frontal images.
Input Red Green Blue Grey1 Grey2
3-5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 1.7 4.4 11.4 4.5 3.3
7 1.5 3.3 10.0 2.2 1.8
8 1.4 1.5 3.3 1.5 1.5
6-8 2.7 3.8 8.9 3.3 3.8
3-8 1.8 3.7 7.8 3.6 3.3

In this paper we only report the EER of the various tests.
We are interested in a general comparison between the per-
formance of the various color layers and greyscale versions.
The EER gives in this case a nice indication and presenting
the Detection Error Trade-off (DET) curves for each of the
tests would take too much space. As an example we do
present in Figure 2 the DET curves for frontal images in
case the input equals images 3-8 (related to the last line in

Table 1).
In all cases in Table 1 we see that we get the best perfor-

mance when we take only the red layer for authentication.
The numbers in Table 1 already support the idea that the
red layer might give better performance than the greyscale
image. We have run a test to see which combination of red,
green and blue would give the best performance. In this
test we used images 3-8 for input. We found that the best
achievable EER was equal to 1.67% and was reached for
both 0.97·r+0.00·g+0.03·b and for 0.98·r+0.00·g+0.02·b.
In Table 2 we see all combinations of red, green and blue
that result in an EER less than 1.9%. Furthermore, regard-
ing the 34 possible combinations that result in an EER of
less than 2, we noted that the minimal part red was 85%.
Overall we can conclude from these numbers that the red
layer provides the largest contribution to the recognition
rate.

Table 2. Best achievable EER in % for frontal
images and inputs 3-8.

Red Green Blue EER
0.97 0.00 0.03 1.67
0.98 0.00 0.02 1.67
0.96 0.00 0.04 1.82
1.00 0.00 0.00 1.82
0.94 0.01 0.05 1.83
0.98 0.01 0.01 1.84
0.92 0.02 0.06 1.86
0.96 0.01 0.03 1.86
0.94 0.04 0.02 1.87
0.93 0.02 0.05 1.88
0.99 0.00 0.01 1.88

Similar EER computations have been done in the cases
where the volunteers looked either to the left (see Table 3)
and to the right (see Table 4). When looking at these results
we realize some remarkable outcome. In Table 3 we see
that in case the volunteer is looking to the left and the extra
light source comes from the right (i.e. having extra light on
the back of the head of the volunteer), the red layer gives
actually the worst performance. For all the other cases the
red layer gives again the best performance.

In Table 4 the results can be found when the volunteers
face to the right, the direction from which some natural light
comes. In this case the results are relatively mixed. Again,
the red layer outperforms the 2 other color layers, except
in the case when the extra light source is directed toward
the back of the head of the volunteers. This is the case in
image 6, when the extra light is coming from the left. In
that case the best performance comes from the blue layer.
Again Grey2 is either better than Grey1 or the results are
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Figure 2. DET curve for input images 3-8 for frontal view

Table 3. EER in % for left facing images.
Input Red Green Blue Grey1 Grey2
3-5 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0
6 5.9 6.7 10.0 8.0 6.7
7 3.3 5.7 8.3 5.2 5.5
8 6.7 4.3 2.2 4.4 5.4
6-8 4.4 6.2 7.8 6.1 6.0
3-8 3.6 4.4 4.7 4.4 4.8

comparable (in case the extra light comes from the front).

6 Data Analysis and Results for the Large
Scale Experiment

The data analysis for the larger experiment was done
along the lines of the analysis for the initial experiment. A
difference was that the camera was a Nikon D70 but the im-
ages were again stored in the proprietary NEF format. The
cropping was now done based on the location of the eyes
in the image. The cropped images were again resized to
100x100 pixels. For notation purposes we will denote the
sets of images with no extra light by N and the sets with
light from one of the three directions by L (for left), R (for

Table 4. EER in % for right facing images.
Input Red Green Blue Grey1 Grey2
3-5 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0
6 5.1 4.9 3.3 4.9 3.3
7 4.3 4.7 7.9 5.1 4.9
8 3.3 6.7 3.3 3.3 3.3
6-8 5.8 5.6 7.8 5.6 4.4
3-8 3.9 4.2 5.3 3.9 3.2

right), and F (for front). Each of these sets contained 7 im-
ages per person, so 7*102 images in total.

The analysis is performed as follows. First we selected
the set of images that was to be analyzed and this set was an-
alyzed in two different ways. First with the template based
upon images of the set N, next with the template based on
the chosen set. Obviously for the set N these are actually
the same. The images that are used to build the PCA are not
used again to build the template and both these images are
then again not used in the further analysis. The images for
the PCA and for the template are furthermore chosen at ran-
dom from their set. The analysis gave the EER value for that
particular setting and each setting was tested 10 times and
the average of the resulting EER’s was computed. These



values are reported in Table 5. The first two columns in that
table report the set that is analyzed (Set) and the set where
the PCA images comes from (PCA).

Table 5. EER in % for large scale experiment.
Set PCA Red Green Blue Grey1 Grey2
N N 5.5 7.6 12.4 6.9 6.4
L N 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.0 5.9
L L 5.4 5.8 5.4 5.7 5.8
F N 3.7 5.2 7.8 5.3 4.7
F F 3.6 4.7 6.4 4.4 4.4
R N 4.3 5.1 5.7 4.9 4.7
R R 3.9 4.6 5.3 4.6 4.4

In all cases in Table 5 we see that the red layer performs
best. The only exception is when the analyzed set and the
PCA set are both equal to L. In that case all layers and
greyscale versions perform more or less the same.

7 Conclusions and Future Research

From the results of the analysis on our databases in the
Sections 5 and 6 we see that it might indeed be a good
idea to consider the red layer of the RGB color image for
face recognition instead of converting the images first to a
greyscale. In our analysis we only used PCA in combina-
tion with Euclidean distance on the different color layers or
greyscale converted images. Future research with different
analysis techniques is needed to generalize our results.

The reason why the red layer performs best is not entirely
clear. One reason could be that the light used in our experi-
ments had a large peak in the red area in the spectral graph.
Another reason could be that in the initial experiment all
(except one) of our volunteers are Caucasian with a light,
pink skin, so that the red layer of the image could maybe
best represent the skin tissue color. This however does not
hold for the larger experiment, where there is a mixture of
Caucasian and non-Caucasian persons. It is known that skin
color has an influence on the performance of face recogni-
tion systems [1]. A third factor that could be of influence
on the results is the characteristics of the camera. The true
reason will most likely be a combination of these three (and
maybe more) factors. Another experiment is needed to find
the influences of the before mentioned factors on the perfor-
mance of each of the separate color layers and the combined
greyscale images.

From the results in Tables 3 and 4 we see that the perfor-
mance of the red layer is not the best one in case the extra
light is directed toward the hair of the volunteers, so the
skin from the face is in the shaded part of the image. This is
however a rare situation in a real face recognition system. It
however supports the idea that the color of the skin has an

influence on the performance when considering the separate
color layers. The differences in results for the red layer and
the grey2 conversion in Table 5 are not that large, which
might be due to the fact that the group of volunteers was a
mixture of Caucasian and non-Caucasian people. It could
be that a combination of 2 or more layers of the RGB im-
age would give the best recognition performance. In such a
case the information that is extracted from the image could
be made dependent on the color of the skin. However be-
fore such a claim could be proved again more research is
needed.

Obviously the results of our experiment leave a lot of
open questions, like what is the influence of the light and the
camera on the performance, and can we, based on a small
set of trial images determine beforehand which (color) in-
formation in the image will give the best recognition results.
Maybe it is even possible to combine the performances of
the three color layers to get an even better overall perfor-
mance. In this case the color layers are not combined to one
greyscale image, but the results after the matching phases
in the recognition system are all taken into consideration to
make a final decision.

More research needs to be performed to answer ques-
tions like “Does the red layer of an RGB image contain the
best information because it resembles the best the color of
the skin for Caucasian people?” or “What (combination of)
color layer(s) performs best in case of non-Caucasian peo-
ple?”. Furthermore, the fact that we have the best results
for the red layer of the image might indicate that using Near
Infrared (NIR) lighting and image capturing could also give
good results for face recognition. This is again a topic for
future research.
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Abstract— It is easy for humans to design passwords that
are easily remembered. However, such passwords may have
a predictable structure, making exhaustive search feasible.
We have divided human-generated passwords into three
categories: Non-word passwords, Mixture passwords, and
Word passwords; depending on their overall structure.
Within these categories, we have analyzed the search-space
reduction of several common password sub-structures. From
this analysis, we have derived guidelines that yield strong
passwords within in each password category. Our results
contribute towards the goal of achieving both strong and
memorable passwords.

Index Terms— Password security, password policy, search
space reduction, personnel authentication

I. INTRODUCTION

Passwords are only as strong as the password-designing

process. Random passwords can only be produced by ran-

dom password generators. However, the generated strings

might be difficult to remember, especially if someone has

many accounts and therefore many different passwords.

Humans can easily create memorable passwords, but this

also creates the problem that their generation process is

guessable, e.g. following structures of certain language

[1] or themes [2]. Therefore, human-made passwords are

less secure than random passwords.

To help users to generate good passwords, there are

guidelines for password creation. However, such guide-

lines are very general, like those listed in [3], and may not

be helpful for all users, given the variety of memorizing

techniques. In order to overcome this problem, experts

generally recommend [4] a system for evaluating each

password against some metric and rejecting the weak

ones, rather than mandating a certain number of characters

from some character set.

The given guidelines are often based on the use of

common knowledge, and not based on scientific compu-

tations. Statements such as “Use at least 2 digits, 2 lower

case letters, 2 upper case letters, and 2 special characters”

might misleadingly guide users into designing passwords

with exactly the same number of characters and in the

same order as the above statement, such as 12asLK!?.

Such passwords are weaker than the guidance intends,

because it reveals a pattern to an adversary. The original

meaning was to encourage users to design passwords

The work has received financial support from the Research Council
of Norway under grant 158777/530.

longer than 8 characters and with characters from all

available sets. If the characters were taken randomly from

each set, the password would have been quite strong.

In our work, we have computed how much information

the adversary gains when the password policy and the

generation process are revealed. Based on the findings

in [5], [6], we divided human-generated passwords into

three categories: Non-word passwords, Mixture pass-

words, and Word passwords. Non-word passwords are

character strings, which do not contain any real words that

are found in the dictionary, names, locations etc. However,

they can contain letters. Mixture passwords are character

strings containing both word and non-word part(s), e.g.

T!today65? has two non-word parts around the word

part in the middle. Word passwords are then strings,

which are either pure dictionary words, e.g. password or

modifications of them e.g. P@$$W0RD.

The findings of the information leakage are further

used to provide password-generation guidelines for each

password category, in such as way that, even if the

adversary knows the guidelines, the passwords generated

according to these guidelines can be considered as secure.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The

analysis is presented in Section II. Section III provides

the guidelines for password design. The comparison and

discussion of our results and the results of related work

is in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. ANALYSIS OF PASSWORD STRUCTURE

The analyzed cases are shown in Fig. 1. The minimal

information which the adversary would gain is the gen-

eral password policy. In this paper, the basic policy is

“Minimum length of 8 characters, maximum length of 14

characters and all visible keyboard keys (except space)

are allowed.” With a Norwegian keyboard, the number

of characters is then 105 and therefore, the maximum

password entropy is 94.01 bits, computed as follows

log2

14∑
i=8

105i = 94, 01 bits. (1)

This baseline is used when the revealed information is

computed with the following formula

HCase = 94, 01 − log2CCase. (2)
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Figure 1. The analysis cases of our study.

We call a password a good password, when, given

information about the password structure, the revealed

information in bits is less than half of the baseline bits,

i.e. less than 47 bits.
In the next case, in addition to general policy, the

adversary knows the length of the password. The rest of

the analysis is divided into three cases: A Non-word, a

Mixture and a Word password. A Non-word password

does not contain any Norwegian words, a Mixture pass-

word contains both Norwegian words or a word and extra

characters, and Word passwords contain only words. We

use four character sets (digits |D| = 10 (cardinality),

lower case |LC| = 29 and upper case letters |UC| = 29,

and special characters |SC| = 37). Because we do not

have statistics of the most commonly used password char-

acters, we assume a uniform distribution, when selecting

characters from each of the above character sets.

A. Knowing the Password Length
In this case, the adversary knows only the system

guidelines and length of a password. When only the length

l, in addition to the number of the allowed characters cs,

is known, the size of the effective search space is

CLength = csl. (3)

The use of Formula 3 gives us following results: With an

8-characters password, the adversary knows 40.3 bits and

with a 14 characters long password, the adversary knows

0.01 bits. If the adversary learns that a password was

actually 7 characters long, he would have learned 47 bits.

This suggests that passwords shorter than 8 characters are

not good.

B. Human Design Passwords

Password strength depends on the password-design

process. Maximum password strength is achieved when

each password character is drawn independently and a

uniform distribution is used. Usually, this is not the case

when people design their own passwords.

Human-designed passwords can be Non-word, Mixture

or Word passwords. Non-word password do not contain

sub-strings that can be found in a dictionary e.g NT*-
Ke0, Mixture passwords contain some words and extra

characters e.g 4seasons1year and Word passwords contain

only words e.g SkiingIsTheBestIKnow. We show which

design processes within each category provide good pass-

words and which do not. The analysis shows that the

main criterion for designing good passwords is to vary the

characters used and the placements of characters within

each password-design session.

Non-word passwords. The analysis is divided into four

sub cases.

• NWrapu: reused characters are allowed and the

pattern of character placement in a password is

unknown.

• NWrapk: reused characters are allowed and the

pattern of character placement in a password is

known.

• NWrdpu: reused characters are denied and the

pattern of character placement in a password is

unknown.

• NWrdpk: reused characters are denied and the

pattern of character placement in a password is

known.

We assume that if a person always designs passwords

with the same structure, the pattern of the password is

known.

Computations. The size of the Non-word password

search space is

CNonWord = f1g1 × f2g2 × f3g3 × f4g4 − W, (4)

where functions gi, computed with (5)-(8), give the car-

dinality of each character set used in a password and

functions fj , computed with (9)-(12), give the number

of all possible combinations of character placement for

each set in a password of length l. W stand for the

number of possible words within letter combinations.

These combinations are subtracted from the total number

of the combinations, because Non-word passwords do

not contain words. In these formulae, uc stands for the

number of upper case letters, lc for lower case letters, d
for digits, and sc for special characters.

The cardinality functions gi are as follows

g1(uc) =
{

29uc, reuse allowed
29!

(29−uc)! , reuse denied (5)

g2(lc) =
{

29lc, reuse allowed
29!

(29−lc)! , reuse denied (6)



g3(d) =
{

10d, reuse allowed
10!

(10−d)! , reuse denied (7)

g4(sc) =
{

37sc, reuse allowed
37!

(37−sc)! , reuse denied (8)

Equations (9)-(12) are character-placement combination

functions. These functions will get a value 1 if the pattern

of the password is known. In other words, the adversary

knows which characters in a password are digits, upper

case letters, etc. When the pattern is unknown, the place-

ment combinations are computed as follows

f1(l, uc) =
(

l

uc

)
(9)

f2(l, uc, lc) =
(

l − uc

lc

)
(10)

f3(l, uc, lc, d) =
(

l − uc − lc

d

)
(11)

f4(l, uc, lc, d, sc) =
(

l − uc − lc − d

sc

)
(12)

The number of passwords containing single or multiple

words with a length of (uc + lc) letters written both

forwards and in reverse transformation, W , is computed

with (13). We have simplified the subtraction, considering

only the passwords containing words formed from all the

letters in a particular password. The number of words,

aw, shown in Table III, were provided by the Norwegian

Text Laboratory.

W = [l− (uc+ lc)+1]×2aw×f3 × g3 ×f4 × g4. (13)

Example. As an example of the use of formulae, we

show a situation in which a 10- character password (l =
10) contains 1 digit (d = 1), 1 lower case letter (lc = 1), 4

upper case letters (uc = 4) and 4 special characters (sc =
4). The reuse of the characters is allowed and the pattern is

unknown. The number of words with a length of 5 letters

is taken from Table III. Because the reuse of characters

is allowed, we obtain the following cardinalities for the

sets
g1(4) = 294

g2(1) = 29
g3(1) = 10
g4(4) = 374.

(14)

The combinations of the character placements will then

be
f1(10, 4) =

(
10
4

)
= 210

f2(10, 4, 1) =
(
10−4

1

)
= 6

f3(10, 4, 1, 1) =
(
10−4−1

1

)
= 5

f4(10, 4, 1, 1, 4) =
(
10−4−1−1

1

)
= 1.

(15)

These will then yield the search space size of

C = 210 × 294 × 6 × 29 × 5 × 10 × 374

−[10 − (4 + 1) + 1] × 2 × 20767 × 5 × 10 × 374

= 2.42 × 1018

(16)

which will reveal information of

H = 94, 01 − log22.42 × 1018 = 32.9 bits. (17)

TABLE I.
REVEALED KNOWLEDGE OF NON-WORD PASSWORDS. THE USED

SETS ARE DIGITS (D), UPPER CASE (UC) AND LOWER CASE LETTERS

(LC), AND SPECIAL CHARACTERS (SC). THE NUMBERS IN EACH

CHARACTER SET COLUMN GIVE THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS

USED FROM EACH SET IN THE PASSWORD-DESIGN PROCESS. GOOD

PASSWORDS ARE IN BOLD.

Pw Nr Nr Nr Nr NW- NW- NW- NW-
L D LC UC SC rapu rapk rdpu rdpk

Bits Bits Bits Bits

10 10 0 0 0 60.8 60.8 72.2 72.2
9 1 0 0 55.9 59.3 64.0 67.4
8 1 1 0 51.2 57.7 57.0 63.5
0 0 0 10 41.9 41.9 43.8 43.8
0 0 1 9 38.9 42.3 40.5 43.8
0 1 1 8 36.1 42.6 37.3 43.8
0 0 5 5 35.7 43.7 36.6 44.6
1 4 4 1 34.0 46.6 34.6 47.2
1 1 4 4 32.9 45.6 33.5 46.1
0 2 3 5 32.4 43.7 33.0 44.3

8 8 0 0 0 67.4 67.4 73.2 73.2
6 1 0 1 58.2 64.0 60.9 66.7
0 0 0 8 52.3 52.3 53.5 53.5
1 1 0 6 48.8 54.6 49.4 55.2
0 0 4 4 47.6 53.7 48.2 54.3
1 1 1 5 46.5 54.9 46.9 55.3
2 2 2 2 46.2 57.5 46.5 57.8
0 1 3 4 45.6 53.7 46.0 54.1
1 1 3 3 45.5 55.6 45.8 55.9
0 3 3 2 45.3 54.4 45.7 54.8
1 3 2 2 45.3 56.0 45.5 56.2
0 2 3 3 45.0 54.1 45.3 54.4

Other examples of the information revealed in each of

four cases with a password length of 8 and 10 are shown

in Table I.

Results. In summary, passwords are not good if they

consist only of digits, or of digits and letters only either

from the lower case letter set or the upper case letter set.

The best passwords contain some special characters and

characters from other sets, so that the number of digits is

as low as possible.

When concentrating only on strong passwords (the bold

entropies in Table I, we find the following. Comparison

of the ”reuse of characters allowed” -columns (NWrapu
and NWrapk) to ”reuse of characters denied” -columns

(NWrdpu and NWrdpk), shows that the revealed informa-

tion is rather similar. When characters are from several

sets and the most of them are not digits the difference

between cases gets smaller, and so do the actual revealed

information entropies.

The difference in bits is significant, when comparing

”pattern-unknown” columns (NWrapu and NWrdpu) with

”pattern-known” columns (NWrapk and NWrdpk ). This

finding strongly supports the need to change the character

pattern in each password-design session. According to

Table I, it is possible to design a good Non-word password

of length of 8 characters.

Mixture passwords. Mixture passwords contain both a

word and a non-word component. The following analysis

is divided into two sub-cases with three different possibil-

ities for the extra character set comprising either a set of



digits, special characters, or digit and special characters.

Here, we consider only those cases where the reuse of

characters is denied.

• Mpu: the placement pattern of the word(s) and extra

character(s) is unknown.

• Mpk: the placement pattern of the word(s) and extra

character(s) is known.

In order to compute the worst case scenarios, we only

consider dictionary words as words, not their modifica-

tion. Their modification is discussed further in the section

below on Word passwords.

Computations. The size of the Mixture password search

space is

CMixture = cwocpe(
w∏

p=1

awp(lwp))
es!

(es − n)!
, (18)

where aw(lw) is the number of lw -length words, w the

number of words, es the size of the extra character set and

n the number of extra characters used in non-word parts

of password. The combination of different word orders

cwo is computed with (19), where wsl is number of same-

length words. The combinations of extra character places

between words cpe was noted, so as to follow the numbers

in Pascal’s Triangle, which is then used to compute (20).

Again, if the pattern is known, then (19) and (20) are 1. If

the pattern is unknown, then the formulae are as follows

cwo =
w!
wsl!

(19)

cpe =
k∑

i=1

(
n − 1
i − 1

)(
w + 1

i

)
, (20)

where n ≥ 1 and k = min(n, (w + 1)).
Example. As an example of the use of the formulae, we

show a case where a password contains 2 words (w = 2),

both with a length of 3 letters (wsl = 2), and 4 digits

(n = 4, es = 10). The possible word order combinations

are

cwo =
2!
2!

= 1 (21)

and the possible placement combinations among digits

and words are

cpe =
3∑

i=1

(
4 − 1
i − 1

)(
2 + 1

i

)
= 15. (22)

These yields the following search space size

C = 15 × (30482)
10!

(10 − 4)!
= 7.02 × 1011, (23)

which leads to revealed information of

H = 94, 01 − log2(7.02 × 1011) = 54.7 bits. (24)

Some other examples of the revealed information of

Mixture passwords with a length of 8 and 10 characters

are shown in Table II.

Results. The revealed information entropies in Table II

show that a good Mixture password cannot be shorter than

10 characters. Furthermore, even with 10 characters, only

TABLE II.
REVEALED INFORMATION OF MIXTURE PASSWORDS. THE USED

SETS ARE DIGITS, D, SPECIAL CHARACTERS, SC, AND

COMBINATION OF DIGITS AND SPECIAL CHARACTERS, DSC. EC

STANDS FOR EXTRA CHARACTERS. GOOD PASSWORDS ARE IN BOLD.

Pw Word L+ Mpu Mpu Mpu Mpk Mpk Mpk
L Nr EC D SC DSC D SC DSC

10 9 + 1 74.2 72.3 72.0 75.2 73.3 73.0
6,3 + 1 61.7 59.8 59.5 64.3 62.4 62.1

6 + 4 64.6 56.3 54.8 66.9 58.6 57.2
5,4 + 1 60.3 58.4 58.1 62.9 61.0 60.7
5,3 + 2 58.0 54.1 53.4 61.6 57.7 57.0
4,4 + 2 58.0 54.2 53.5 60.6 56.7 56.0
4,3 + 3 55.2 49.2 48.1 59.5 53.5 52.4

3,3,3 + 1 54.0 52.1 51.7 56.0 54.1 53.7
3,3 + 4 54.7 46.4 44.9 58.6 50.3 48.8

3 + 7 60.2 43.8 41.2 63.2 46.8 44.2
8 7 + 1 74.5 72.6 72.3 75.5 73.6 73.3

6 + 2 71.1 67.2 66.5 72.7 68.8 68.1
5 + 3 68.2 62.2 61.1 70.2 64.2 63.1

4,3 + 1 63.1 61.2 60.9 65.7 63.8 63.4
4 + 4 65.9 57.6 56.2 68.3 60.0 58.5

3,3 + 2 61.8 57.9 57.2 64.4 60.5 59.8
3 + 5 65.0 54.2 52.4 67.6 56.8 55.0

a small number of the passwords can really be considered

as good.

The difference in revealed information between ”un-

known” and ”known pattern” is a couple of bits based on

a comparison of the columns Mpu and Mpk. However, the

amount of revealed information in the D, SC, and DSC
-columns show that the use of extra characters from the

larger set, yield a much stronger password. The impact is

greater, when most of the password characters are extra

ones and do not belong to a word-part.

From the above, it can be concluded that the best

Mixture passwords consist of a short word (or couple

of short words) and many extra characters from a large

character set. The short word in our computation was

noticed to be a word less than half of the length of the

complete password. For instance, for a password of 10

characters, the short words can have a length of 3 and 4

characters.

Word passwords. By pure Word passwords, we mean

passwords which contain dictionary words only. The

password either contains only one word with the length

of the password itself, or several shorter words, with the

total length of the words constituting the total length of

the password. The analysis of words from one language

is divided into two sub-cases.

• Wmod: the modified words are used and the place-

ment pattern of the words is unknown.

• Wdic: the dictionary words are used and the place-

ment pattern of the words is unknown.

It has been shown above that a variation of character

placements in each password-design session makes pass-

words more secure. In the case of Word passwords, the

variation is done by using different word lengths. This

means that the effect of variation is smaller than in other

cases, because there are fewer words than characters in a



TABLE III.
NUMBER OF NORWEGIAN WORDS. THE STATISTICS WERE OBTAINED

FROM THE OSLO CORPUS COLLECTION BY NORWEGIAN TEXT

LABORATORY, TEKSTLABORATORIET ILN, OSLO, NORWAY.

Word length, l Number of words, aw

3 3048
4 11145
5 20767
6 29043
7 36590
8 42805
9 45762

10 44956

password. However, we consider that even if the password

structure were same, a change in words makes it possible

to use different word lengths. For example, ABussIsWhite
has a different word-length structure than a password with

a similar theme password such as TheTruckWasBrown.

Therefore, we only consider cases in which the word

placement pattern in a password is unknown.

In our work, we only compute revealed information

entropies when only one language is used, and we decided

to use the statistics for Norwegian words. However, the

formulae provided are also suitable for other languages.

Computations. The size of the Word password search

space is

CWord = cwo

w∏
p=1

awp(lwp), (25)

where cwo is the order combination of different words

(computed with (19)), w is the number of words, and

awp(lwp) is the amount of lwp -length words. Table III

shows the number of Norwegian words with a length of

3-10 letters.

Results. The results for the 8, 10, and 12-character

passwords are shown in Table IV. In the Wmod case,

both forward and reverse transformations are taken into

account. The modifications are: all letters are lower case,

all letters are upper case, only the first letter is upper case,

only the last letter is upper case, the consonants are upper

case and the vowels upper case.

The results in Table IV show that the use of original

dictionary words does not make passwords secure, es-

pecially, if only one or two words are used. The best

approach is to use several short words, with different

lengths, in one password. Here also, the length of the short

word is less than half of the original password length.

The use of modified words makes the passwords stronger.

However, if the modification is always done in the same

manner, the use of modification reduces the password

space as much as use of original dictionary words.

It is possible to design strong Word passwords, but not

with pure dictionary words. A good Word password need

to consist of digits, upper case and lower case letters, and

special characters. The substitution and rotation should

be done differently each time and also differently in each

password. A good Word password should have at least 12

characters and consists of several short, modified words.

TABLE IV.
REVEALED INFORMATION OF WORD PASSWORDS. GOOD

PASSWORDS ARE IN BOLD.

Pw Word Wmod Wdic
L L bits bits

12 12 75.1 78.7
9,3 58.8 66.0
8,4 57.0 64.2
7,5 56.3 63.5
6,6 57.2 64.4

6,3,3 43.7 54.5
5,4,3 41.3 52.1
4,4,4 42.9 53.7

3,3,3,3 33.4 47.7

10 10 75.0 78.6
7,3 59.1 66.3
6,4 57.6 64.7
5,5 58.2 65.3

4,3,3 45.1 55.8

8 8 75.0 78.6
5,3 59.9 67.1
4,4 60.0 67.1

The modified Word passwords look like Mixture pass-

words, but, because they are constructed from dictionary

words, the underlying word pattern makes them weaker

than Mixture-words. We do not have statistics specifying

which letters are modified and by which other character,

but it can be assumed that substitution by people follows

the certain pattern.

The number of dictionary entries is small compared to

the total size of the password search space. However, the

actual size of word-sets used in passwords might be even

smaller. People have tendency to use theme words [2], [7]

such as name of the sport teams, food, and animals. The

size of such themes is very small and the use of words

only from one theme makes password design process very

weak.

III. PASSWORD FORMATION GUIDELINES

A good password is complex, but nonetheless easy

to remember [8]. The password policy should be such

that it combines individual password design processes,

while helping users to generate secure passwords with

their own methods. In Section II, we showed that good
passwords can be created in each category, if there are

enough variations in pattern and character. Variations

provide good defences against attacks based on language

structures e.g. fast dictionary attack in [1].

In order to design good passwords, we propose the

following guidelines.

Non-word password design.
1) A password should be longer than 8 characters.

2) Use characters from all character sets, so that more

characters come from the large character sets than

from the small sets.

3) Vary the number of characters from each set in each

construction session.

4) Vary the patterns of character placement.



Mixture password design.
1) A password should be longer than 10 characters.

2) Use either one short, modified word and many extra

characters or several short (not the same length),

modified words and a few extra characters from

large character set.

3) Avoid using same theme.

Word password design.
1) A password should have more than 12 characters.

2) Use many short and modified words.

3) Avoid using same theme.

4) Use variation when modifying.

5) Use different languages and language combination

when designing a new password.

Note that the length of a short word is less than half

of the length of the password.

IV. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

When designing passwords and password policies,

users should also develop an understanding that pass-

words are not only vulnerable against brute-force attack,

but also against much more sophisticated attacks. A

common denominator of the latter is password search
space reduction. After reduction, the attacks, be they

brute-force or dictionary attacks in smaller search spaces,

become faster and therefore constitute a far more serious

threat.

In our study, the reduction of password search space

is computed from the adversary’s acquired knowledge on

the password policy and the password-generation process.

More sophisticated methods for password search space

reduction are presented in [1], [9]–[11].

Trostle [9] describe timing attacks against the trusted

path mechanism. Only a few trials were needed to obtain

the length of the password with the first attack type. The

second attack continued to obtain leakage and was able

to reduce the strength of a password by 2-3 bits per

character.

In a study of Song et al. [10], the use of keystroke

latency information in timing attacks toward passwords

in the Secure Shell was analyzed. Typing patterns were

estimated and, with the help of latency information, the

strength of a password was reduced by 1.2 bits per

character pair.

In [1] Narayanan and Shmatikov reduced the password

search space by using Markov modelling techniques of

natural language processing. They claim that the distribu-

tion of letters in easily remembered passwords is similar

to the distribution of letters in the users’ native language.

Based on this concept, they combined an algorithm which

enables a fast dictionary attack. First Markov filters are

used to reduce the size of the password search space, and

then, the remaining search space is efficiently enumerated

and in the final stage, time-space trade off techniques are

used to conduct a fast dictionary attack.

Markov filters and English language structures were

also in use when Zhuang et al. [11] presented their

keyboard acoustic emanation attack. They recorded 10

minutes of English text and were able to recover 96%

of the typed characters.

In the NIST Special Publication on Electronic Authenti-

cation Guidelines [12], the use of three different password

policies were evaluated and the minimum password guess-

ing entropies, versus password length for each policy,

were estimated. Compared to NIST evaluation, we used

the password analysis based on textual meta-information,

and went one step deeper, by studying human password

design processes.

More password policies and their relationship to user

memorability, password entropy and password change

frequency were simulated and analyzed by Shay et al.

[7]. They noted, as had many before [13], [14], that

if a password policy does not require sufficiently com-

plex passwords, users’ passwords are in danger of being

cracked. If a policy requires overly complex passwords,

users may have problems to recall them and therefore may

write them down.

Password generation process and structure were studied

in [5], [6]. MySpace phishing attack analysis [6] showed

that 65% of passwords were 8 characters or less long and

81% of passwords were alphanumeric, which, in most

cases, contained lower case letters with a single digit at

the end. In one third of the cases, the digit was 1. Brown

et al. in [5] found that 65% of passwords were generated

from information relating to the user himself. Almost

one third of these were names. The next largest groups

were dates, and ID and phone numbers. Three quarters of

the passwords contained the full information. There was

only a modification of the information in less than 5% of

the passwords. These findings suggest that users generate

passwords with minimum length and structure and even

the content is familiar. The users of these studies cited

above, would benefit from our password policies.

Based on our analysis, we are able to provide concrete

guidelines for password policy construction in each pass-

word category: Non-Word, Mixture and Word password.

This allows users to develop their own password style

and still create memorable passwords, while keeping the

structure of passwords complex enough to ensure security.

Passwords constructed according to guidelines are strong,

even if these guidelines are available to the adversary.

An educational tool [15] based on the findings and

guidelines of this paper, has been made to help users

measure the quality of their password and also to design

stronger passwords.

V. CONCLUSION

People are able to design memorable passwords, es-

pecially if they can use their own password-designing

processes. These processes can produce passwords which

we have divided further into three categories: Non-word

passwords, Mixture passwords, and Word passwords.

Within these categories, we have provided formulae and



computations of effective password space for many dif-

ferent password policies. Based on this analysis, we have

compared how effective password space is affected by

policy decisions. We have computed how valuable a

knowledge of password policy is for an adversary, in

terms of reduced password entropy and consequently,

a reduction in the necessary search space. Based on

computations of typical password sizes (8-14 characters),

we have provided guidelines for password policy con-

struction. These guidelines identify policy statements that

help to reduce the loss of password entropy.
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Abstract— General password policies do not guarantee that
passwords fulfilling the requirement are good enough. The
policies have a tendency to be too broad to be useful for
all users. Different users have different designing processes
based on what kind of passwords they most easily remember.
Users are also often left to generate passwords on their own
without any training. In our study we measured the effect
of education on the strength of a password. In order to
help users to create good passwords, we divided passwords
into three password categories: Word password, Mixture
password and Non-word password. For each category differ-
ent password generation guidelines were taught. Participants
had access to the password quality measurement tool, which
not only measured the strength of the password but also
guided students in the generation process. It was shown that
education had a positive effect and that passwords became
stronger right after the education. The most important result
was that a password structure got changed as the variation
of structures increased and different structure types were
more evenly distributed. However, after half a year without
reminders or education repetition, most of the positive effect
was lost. While password structures still differed, they had
become less complex as participants had given up using
special characters.

Index Terms— Password security, education, personnel au-
thentication

I. INTRODUCTION

Passwords have existed a long time and are commonly

in use. Therefore it is common to think that everybody

knows how to create, store and manage passwords without

education. However, research shows that this is not the

case [6], [9], [11].

When a person generates a password, there is often an

easily guessable structure behind. One of the most com-

mon password structure is a dictionary word ending with

couple of digits [1], [12]. Password cracker tools such as

“John the Ripper” start guessing by using pure dictionary

words or digits in rising order [13]. In order to avoid

this problem, password policies [2], [7], [8] are defined

to guide people to generate strong passwords. However,

even if a system uses password policy, stating which

character sets to use and what the minimum length of

a password is, passwords might end up being predictable.

Often characters are used in exactly the same order as

given in the instructions, and most of the passwords are

only as long as the minimum password length. Based on

The work has received financial support from the Research Council
of Norway under grant 158777/530.

predictable password structures, an adversary can carry

out targeted attacks against the system with a greater

probability of success.

From the user perspective the general instructions are

often too broad to be useful. One remembers best mean-

ingful passwords, some like numbers and special charac-

ters while others recall best patterns from the keyboard,

etc. The general instructions such as “Minimum length

of 8, use all character sets” do not support all users in

their password generation process. Users have a tendency

to remember own-generated passwords better computer-

generated ones [15]. Therefore password policies should

be such that all users would benefit from them and still

be able to generate password with their own style. Sasse

et. al. [11] points out that the users should be educated

to design stronger passwords and they should be given

time and tools for the password generation process. In

our study, we motivated users to design strong passwords

by allowing them to use the designing techniques that are

best suited for them.

We encouraged students to design passwords within

three different password categories: Non-word passwords,

Mixture passwords, and Word passwords. For each cat-

egory different password generation guidelines were

taught. We gave password education for two groups. One

group got a classical classroom lecture and the other did

a home study based on class room teaching lecture notes.

Both groups were given an access to the password quality

measurement tool. The tool uses a questionnaire to derive

some simple structures of the passwords. The structure

information is then used to compute the quality score of

the password. The computations and password policies

based on the search space reduction computations are

found in [4], and the tool itself is presented in [5].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

Section II briefly explains the experiment, Section III

summaries the educational part of the study and results

are shown in Section IV. Discussion about the study

and future work is done in Section V and Section VI

concludes the study.

II. EXPERIMENT

The study was done with Information Security Bachelor

students in their first half semester in 2008 and 2009. Stu-

dents were taught how to design strong password within



three different password categories: Non-word passwords,

Mixture passwords, and Word passwords. However, the

teaching method was different. When the first group

(2008) was taught by using normal class teaching con-

taining lecturing and free question and discussion about

the topic, the second group (2009) did an individual home

study based on the same lecture notes. Both groups were

asked to design a new password after this.

The password categorization was new to students.

Therefore, verbal instruction was given to both groups.

After the instruction to the password categories, students

were also explained how to use the tool provided to mea-

sure the password strength. After these two small sessions,

students got the first questionnaire. The questionnaire con-

sists of the questions asked by the tool, see Appendix, and

also explanation part where students explained how they

had constructed the password. With this questionnaire we

measured the strength of the current passwords and gained

information of the generation process. The education part

followed right after the students had delivered their first

questionnaire. The second questionnaire was carried out

one week after. It was similar to the first one, but now

the students were asked to use a password they had

designed based on previous week teaching session. The

third questionnaire was carried out again a week after

from the second one. Now only designed password was

asked in order to see how well they were remembered.

In addition to these, we asked the home study group

fill the questionnaire again after half a year from the

education. This fourth questionnaire was identical with

the first questionnaire.

III. TEACHING USERS TO DESIGN GOOD PASSWORDS

A. Password Categories

Passwords can be divided into three categories: Non-

word passwords, Mixture passwords, and Word pass-

words. Non-word passwords are character strings, which

do not contain any words with any writing styles. How-

ever, they can contain letters. Mixture passwords are

character strings containing both a word and a non-word

part(s), e.g. “T!today65?” has two non-word parts (“T!”

and “65?”) around the word part (“today”). Word pass-

words are strings which are either pure dictionary words,

e.g. “password” or readable modifications of them e.g.

“P@$$W0RD”. In our study, we considered modifications

shown in Table I as single words. Several examples of the

passwords within each category were given to students.

B. A Tool for Password Quality Checking

The tool was given to the students in a form of an

Excel-sheet and it was written in Norwegian. Questions

of the tool in English are show in Table II. Because

passwords can contain both a non-word and a word

part, the questionnaire was divided accordingly. The main

challenge for student was to understand the separation of

these two parts. The strength of the password was not

correct if the questionnaire sheet was filled in wrongly.

TABLE I.
CONSIDERED AS A SINGLE WORD

Definition Example

Original dictionary word: library
Compound dictionary word: password
Reverse writing: library → yrarbil
Modifications
with uppercase letters: library → LiBRaRy
with digits: library → l1brary
with special characters: library → l!br@ry
with uppercases and digits: library → L1brary
with uppercases and special characters: library → Libr@ry
with digits and special characters: library → l1br@ry
with all sets: library → L1br@ry

TABLE II.
PASSWORD QUALITY QUESTIONS

Whole password How long is your password?
Word -part How many words does your password contain?

What languages are the words based on?
How many letters does the first word contain?
How many letters does the nth word contain?
How many uppercase letters are there?
How many digits letters are there?
How many special characters are there?

Non-word -part How many upper case letters are there?
How many lower case letters are there?
How many digits are there?
How many special characters are there?
How many reused characters are there?

Therefore the instructor’s help was important when the

tool is used the first time.

In [4] we have analysed the information leakage of

passwords when the adversary has an access to the ques-

tionnaire answers. Based on these computations the tool

used in this study was build. The students were allowed

to use the tools freely after the first instruction session.

And they were told that a password which scores more

than 735 is a good password and a password achieving

more points than 875 is called a strong password. The

score points levels are based findings in both in [4] and

in [3].

C. Password Creation

The students in this study were taught how to create

good and strong passwords among each category sepa-

rately. The guidelines for the password design are again

based on the findings in [4].

Word password. Students were taught that a good

word password should be longer than 12 characters and

it should contain modified words shorter than the half of

the length of the actual password. The best modification

score will be acheived when all character sets are taken

into use when modifing. The words would preferably

come from different themes (such as sport and music)

and different languages. An example of a good Word

password is shown in Table III. The guidelines for Word

passwords are following

1) A password should have more than 12 characters.

2) Use many short and modified words.

3) Avoid using same theme.



TABLE III.
EXAMPLES OF GOOD PASSWORDS IN EACH CATEGORY

Password Description Score

Word:
Based on “Skal ya hos far”,

$K@1#y@H0$f@R containing 13 characters, 749
4 words: mod with 3 ul,
2 d, 6 sc

Mixture:
Based on “Jeg elsker sn og sol”,

EeSn#&S0l3! containing 11 characters, 808
2 words: mod with 2 uc, 1 d, 1 sc,
non-word: 1 lc, 1 uc, 1 d, 2 sc

Non-word:
Based on a math formula,

7(3-9f)>K containing 9 characters, 945
non-word: characters from all sets

4) Use variation when modifying.

5) Use different languages and language combination

when designing a new password.

Mixture password design. Students were given similar

instructions as given for the Word passwords considering

the word-part. The strength of the password can be

increased when all character sets are taken into use in

non-word parts. Table III shows an example of a good

Mixture password. The guidelines for Mixture passwords

are following

1) A password should be longer than 10 characters.

2) Use either one short, modified word and many extra

characters or several short (not the same length),

modified words and a few extra characters from

large character set.

3) Avoid using same theme.

Non-word passwords. The best Non-word passwords

are random passwords containing characters from all

character set. However, they might be hard to remember.

Therefore, students were shown some examples how to

generate random-looking passwords in a way that they

are easier to remember, etc. mnemonic passwords [10],

[14]. Table III shows an example of a strong Non-word

password. The guidelines for Non-word passwords are

following

1) A password should be longer than 8 characters.

2) Use characters from all character sets, so that more

characters come from the large character sets than

from the small sets.

3) Vary the number of characters from each set in each

construction session.

4) Vary the patterns of character placement.

IV. RESULTS

A. Generation Process

Passwords are often categorized base on what kind of

characters they consist of: only digits, only letters, al-

phanumeric, non-alphanumeric, etc. In the data collected

from phishing attack on MySpace 2006 [12], the character

mix in passwords were following: 1,3% contained only

digits, 9,6% contained only letters, 81% were alphanu-

meric and the rest 8,3% were non-alphanumeric. Taken

Figure 1. Password structures with common categorization

a deeper look to the data, among the alphanumeric pass-

words, a structure pattern was found. 28% of passwords

contained lowercase letters having a single digit in the

end. 12% contained a single dictionary word having a

single digit in the end. 3,8 % of passwords were a single

dictionary word.

With similar categorization, the passwords in our study

before the education were as follows. 4,3% of passwords

contained only letters (being also pure words), 25,5% con-

sisted of a single word and digits and in total 68,1% were

alphanumeric. 27,7% of passwords contained at least one

symbol. The comparison between MySpace passwords

and passwords which our participants had before and after

the education is shown in Figure 1.

In the rest of the paper we use our categorization.

With these, 4,3% of passwords were Word passwords,

51,1% were Mixture passwords and the rest 44,7% were

Non-word passwords. The password structures before the

education session in our study is shown in Table IV

in columns “before”. In 2008, most of word-parts in

the Mixture passwords were modified with uppercase

letters remaining word part readable. In 2009, also digits

were used together with uppercase letters in word-part

modification. Otherwise password generation process was

rather similar in both groups.

One week after education (classroom education and

home study), the distribution of the password structure

and designing process had changed. None of passwords

were pure words. One student (2,9%) had used Word-

password structure where all words were modified. For

the modification all character sets were used. Mixture

passwords were 26,5% of all passwords and in 77,8%

of them characters from all character sets were used.

From all passwords 70,6% were Non-word passwords and

91,7% of these consist of characters from all character

sets. The distribution of the password structure after the

education is shown in Table IV in columns “after”.

Most of students (81,3% ) in the classroom study

group (group 1) selected Non-word password after class

education. Mixture password was only chosen by 1,3% of

students. However, in the self-study group (group 2), the

percent of Mixture passwords was 38,9%, while the rest

of the passwords were Non-word passwords. Comparing



TABLE IV.
PASSWORD STRUCTURES AND GENERATION PROCESS BEFORE THE EDUCATION (BEFORE), ONE WEEK AFTER THE EDUCATION (AFTER), AND 6

MONTHS AFTER THE EDUCATION (6M). THE CLASSROOM STUDY GROUP IS G1 AND THE HOME STUDY GROUP G2. OTHER ABBREVIATIONS

ARE FOLLOWING: LC: LOWERCASE LETTERS, UC: UPPERCASE LETTERS, D: DIGITS, S: SPECIAL CHARACTERS, ALL: ALL CHARACTER SETS, W:

WORD, MOD:ALL: MODIFICATION WITH ALL CHARACTER SETS AND NWP: NON-WORD PART. PASSWORDS WITH “HUMAN SELECTED”

STUDENTS CLAIMED TO CHOOSE CHARACTERS RANDOMLY. WITH “PASSPHRASE”, A MNEMONIC SENTENCE IS USED.

Password Before Before Sum After After Sum After
Category G1(23) G2(24) (47) G1(16) G2(18) (34) 6m(8)
Word 0 2 2 1 0 1 0

3 w 1 1
2 w 1 1
4 w, mod:all 1 1

Mixture 12 12 24 2 7 9 4

1 w, nwp:d 7 5 12
1 w, mod:uc, nwp:d 1
1 w, mod:all, nwp:d 1 1
1 w, nwp:s 1 1
1 w, nwp:d,s 2 1 3
1 w, nwp:d,s 1 1
2 w, nwp:d 1 2 3
2 w, nwp:s 1 1
2 w, nwp:d,s 1 1 2 2 2
2 w, mod:d, nwp:d,s 1
2 w, mod:uc, nwp:d,s 1
2 w, nwp:uc,lc,d,s 2 2
2 w, mod:all, nwp:uc,d,s 1 1
2 w, mod:all, nwp:all 1 1
3 w, mod:d, nwp:s 1
3 w, nwp:uc,lc,d 1 1
4 w, mod:all, nwp:s 1 1
4 w, mod:all, nwp:uc,lc,s 1 1

Non-word 11 10 21 13 11 24 4

Lc,d, Human selected 1 1
Uc,s, Alphabetical order 1 1
Uc,lc,d, Quickly typed 1 1
Uc,lc,d, Human selected 4 1 5 1
Uc,lc,d, Passphrase 1 1 2 1 1 2
Lc,d,s, Human selected 1 1
Uc,lc,d, Computer gen. 2 5 7
All, Human selected 1 1 5 6 11 1
All, Quickly typed 2 2 1 1 2
All, Passphrase 1 1 5 2 7
All, Computer gen. 1 1 2

groups, the group 2 had stretched the variety of the

password structure more than the group 1. The large

variety of password structures can be thought as a defence

against targeted attacks. Before the education an adversary

could have done an educated guess successfully based

on, for example findings in [12]. After the education

the password structures had changed significantly and

guessing had become meaningless.

The Table IV shows also the structures of the passwords

students had half a year after the education. Half of the

students used Mixture passwords and half Non-word pass-

words. Comparing word parts of the Mixture passwords

before and half a year after, it can be seen the education

had a slight positive effect. The word parts in the Mixture

passwords were indeed modified. However, the special

characters were not used in modification as was done one

week after the education. The same phenomenon was seen

in Non-word passwords. Only one student had used all

four character sets when generating the password. Others

had only used alpha-numeric characters.

Figure 2. Length distributions

B. Password Length

In MySpace data [12] the most popular password

lengths were 6 (15%), 7 (23%), 8 (25%), and 9 (17%)

characters. In our case the results were rather similar.

68,7% of passwords had length between 8 and 10 charac-



ters. The most popular length was 8 characters (37,8%).

The password length distribution before education is

shown in Figure 2. Average password length was 9,0

characters for the group 1 (2008), 10,8 characters for

the group 2 (2009), and 9,9 characters for both groups

together.

After education session, the password length had be-

come more evenly distributed and also the average pass-

word length had gotten higher, see Figure 2. This is a good

result in two ways. First, the individual passwords have

become stronger based on the longer passwords, and the

second, the whole password group has become stronger.

This means that the adversary knowing the password

policy, does not benefit from it. For example, in our Uni-

versity College the password policy states that “minimum

password length is 8 characters”. Before the education,

the adversary had 37,8% chance that student password

was 8 characters long. After education, only 5,9% of

students had 8 character long password. When looking

groups separately, it can be noticed that gap between

groups have gotten larger than it was before education.

Before education, the group 2 had 1,8 characters longer

passwords, and after the education the difference is 4,7

characters.

The average of the password length of the group 2 after

half a year from the education had not dropped to the “be-

fore education” -level being now 12,1 characters. When

comparing passwords with their category guidelines, the

passwords were heading to the right directions. Non-

word passwords were 8 or more characters long (guideline

states “longer than 8” characters), and Mixture passwords

were 10 or more characters long (guideline states “longer

than 10” characters).

C. Password Strength

When measuring the strength of passwords with our

tool, two thresholds were used. Passwords achieving more

than 735 points were characterized as good passwords,

while passwords more than 875 points were characterized

as strong passwords.

Before education the passwords were in general weak.

In group 1, 78% of the passwords were weak, the median

score was 476 points, and the mean was 485±144 points

with 95% confidence interval. In group 2, 94% of the

passwords was weak, the median was 456 points, and the

mean was 585± 340 with 95% confidence interval. After

the education passwords had gotten stronger. Among the

group 1, 20% had a good password and 53% a strong

password. The median score was 945 points and the mean

was 952±202 points with 95% confidence interval. In the

group 2, the percents of the good passwords were 19%

and strong passwords 75%. The median was 1234 points

and the mean 1262 ± 242 points with 95% confidence

interval. This strengthening is due to changes in the

password structures, use of all character sets and longer

passwords.

Group 2 has higher password quality points both before

and after education than group 1. This can be explained

Figure 3. Scores before and after education with individual changes

Figure 4. Memorability vs. Quality Score

with the length of the passwords. It is also observed that

group 2 has always had longer passwords than the group

1.

Figure 3 shows how the password strength changed

individually. The data shown in the figure consist of

the students from both groups who delivered two first

questionnaires successfully.

Long term educational effect was measured half a

year after the education among the group 2 students. We

noticed that the positive effect of the education, which

was so obviously seen after one week from the education,

had vanished. In most cases password were weak again.

The median had dropped to 544 points and the mean to

590±205 points with 95% confidence interval. The most

important reason for strength decreasing was the lack of

special characters.

D. Memorability

After a week from password designing date, students

were asked to write down their passwords. Students

were told not to use their passwords in any applications

because the passwords were required to reveal. 48,2%

of those who delivered third questionnaire, remembered

password either correctly or with 1-2 easily corrected

errors. With easily corrected errors we mean errors that

are noticed when typed, for example that a password was

one character too short. We did not use computers to

collect passwords. All questionnaires were on paper and



students filled them in a lecture. Taking into consideration

that writing a password on a paper is a different process

that typing a password on the keyboard, we chose to take

into account also 1-2 character errors while password still

being a memorabable password.

Here we also find a difference between groups. The

group 1 remembered their passwords better than the group

2. Percents being respectatilively 61,5% and 37,5%. This

can be due to the fact that the passwords used by the group

1 were shorter than the passwords used by the group 2.

Figure 4 shows the relations between password mem-

orability and strength. Memorabilty is computed as per-

cents of right characters in a password string. It can be

seen that the strong passwords are also memorable.

Zviran and Haga have studied password memorability

in several occasions. While studying memorability of

cognitive passwords, they used self-generated and system-

generated passwords as control group. The recall rates for

self-generated passwords after three months were 31%

and system-generated 24% [15]. In [16] recall rate for

self-selected passwords after three months were 35% and

for random passwords 23% All passwords recalled in our

study, except one, were self-selected. That one password

was computer generated but the student had made the

program by himself.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Because the password categorization was new to the

students, it had to be thoroughly explained to the stu-

dents in order to get the password quality measurements

correct. However, despite careful explanation, some of the

students still find it hard to answer correctly.

We also had to exclude some of the deliveries because

the users had used other language than Norwegian. We

did not have other languages included our measurement

tool, and therefore the password quality scores were

not accurate. However, similar instructions as given in

password guidelines can be applied for other languages

and the passwords made based on the guidelines are good

or strong passwords.

The number of participants in our study became pro-

gressively less to the end. The number of acceptable

answers was too small in the end to make the firm

decision of which teaching method is the most efficient.

It would be interesting to see how the password strength

would change if the password guidelines shown in this

paper were always visible to the users when changing

a password. This would remind users of good password

generation habits, and the effect of the continuous educa-

tion could be measured.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we taught two student groups how to

design strong passwords in three different password cat-

egories: Word passwords, Mixture passwords and Non-

word passwords. The education differed between groups.

One group received a classical class room lecture session

and the second studied the same material at home as a self

study. In both cases, the passwords designed right after

the education were much stronger. Not only password

length got longer, but also all character sets were taken

into password designing processes.

The most important finding after the password educa-

tion was that password structure changed. The variation

among structures had increased, and the distribution of

password structure and also password length had become

closer to the uniform distribution. The large variety of

password structures and lengths is a good defence against

targeted attacks.

However, one-time education did not help students

to generate good passwords after half a year from the

education. Within this timeframe the password guidelines

of the high school had not changed and student had

not received any remainders of strong passwords. We

asked the home study group to answer to the fourth

questionnaire. Only eight students answered. Despite the

small number of delivering, a tendency could be derived.

The students had problems to add special characters to

their passwords. Passwords were also slightly shorter than

right after the education. Both these reasons influenced on

password strength by making it weak again.

In order to make firm predictions of which teaching

style gives better results, the number of students in each

group should have been higher. However, based on the

results in this study, the self study group achieved larger

password structure variation, longer passwords and higher

quality points. This indicates that the self study is as

sufficient as a traditional class teaching.

When considering memorability, the study supports the

idea that self generated passwords are easier to remember

than computer generated. In our study all remembered

passwords, except one, were self generated. The study

also indicates that passwords made based on different

policies among different password categories are at least

as memorable as other passwords.
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